Screening is a double-edged sword, sometimes wielded clumsily by the well-intended. Although ubiquitous in contemporary medical practice, screening remains widely misunderstood and misused. Screening is defined as tests done among apparently well people to identify those at an increased risk of a disease or disorder. Those identified are sometimes then offered a subsequent diagnostic test or procedure, or, in some instances, a treatment or preventive medication.1 Looking for additional illnesses in those with medical problems is termed case finding;2,3 screening is limited to those apparently well.

Screening can improve health. For example, strong indirect evidence lends support to cytology screening for cervical cancer. Insufficient use of this screening method accounts for a large proportion of invasive cervical cancers in industrialised nations.4 Other beneficial examples include screening for hypertension in adults; screening for hepatitis B virus antigen, HIV-1, and syphilis in pregnant women; routine urine culture in pregnant women at 12–16 weeks’ gestation; and measurement of phenylalanine in newborns.5 However, inappropriate screening harms healthy individuals and squanders precious resources. The nearly universal antenatal screening for gestational diabetes (a diagnosis in search of a disease)6 in the USA exemplifies the widespread confusion about the nature and aim of screening. Here, we review the purposes of screening, the selection of tests, measurement of validity, the effect of prevalence on test outcome, and several biases that can distort interpretation of tests.

Ethical implications

What are the potential harms of screening?

Screening differs from the traditional clinical use of tests in several important ways. Ordinarily, patients consult with clinicians about complaints or problems; this prompts testing to confirm or exclude a diagnosis.8 Because the patient is in pain and requests our help, the risk and expense of tests are usually deemed acceptable by the patient. By contrast, screening engages apparently healthy individuals who are not seeking medical help (and who might prefer to be left alone). Alternatively, consumer-generated demand for screening, such as for osteoporosis and ovarian cancer, might lead to expensive programmes of no clear value.5,9 Hence, the cost, injury, and stigmatisation related to screening are especially important (though often ignored in our zeal for earlier diagnosis); the medical and ethical standards of screening should be, correspondingly, higher than with diagnostic tests.10 Bluntly put: every adverse outcome of screening is iatrogenic and entirely preventable.

Screening has a darker side that is often overlooked.1 It can be inconvenient (the O’Sullivan screen for gestational diabetes), unpleasant (sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy), and expensive (mammography). For example, a recent Markov model revealed that new screening tests for cervical cancer that are more sensitive than the Papanicolaou test (and thus touted as being better) will drive up the average cost of detecting an individual with cancer.11 Paradoxically, these higher costs could make screening unattainable by poor women who are at highest risk.1 The net effect might be more instances of cancer.

A second wave of injury can arise after the initial screening insult: false-positive results and true-positive results leading to dangerous interventions.2 Although the stigma associated with correct labeling of people as ill might be acceptable, those incorrectly labeled as sick suffer as well. For example, labeling productive steelworkers as being hypertensive led to increased absenteeism and adoption of a sick role, independent of treatment.12,13 More recently, women labeled as having gestational diabetes reported deterioration in their health and that of their infants over the 5 years after diagnosis.14 By what right do clinicians rob people of their perceived health, and for what gain?2

Screening can also lead to harmful treatment. Treatment of hyperlipidaemia with clofibrate several decades ago provides a sobering example. Treatment of the cholesterol count (a risk factor, rather than an illness itself) inadvertently led to a 17% increase in mortality among middle-aged men given the drug.2 This screening
misadventure cost the lives of more than 5000 men in the USA alone. Because of these mishaps, reviews of screening practices have recommended that clinicians be more selective.

Criteria for screening

If a test is available, should it be used?

The availability of a screening test does not imply that it should be used. Indeed, before screening is done, the strategy must meet several stringent criteria. One checklist separates criteria in three parts: the disease, the policy, and the test. The disease should be medically important and clearly defined, and its prevalence reasonably well known. The natural history should be known, and an effective intervention must exist. Concerning policy, the screening programme must be cost effective, facilities for diagnosis and treatment must be readily available, and the course of action after a positive result must be generally agreed on and acceptable to those screened. Finally, the test must do its job. It should be safe, have a reasonable cut-off level defined, and be both valid and reliable. The latter two terms, often used interchangeably, are distinct. Validity is the ability of a test to measure what it sets out to measure, usually differentiating between those with and without the disease. By contrast, reliability indicates repeatability. For example, a bathroom scale that consistently measures 2 kg heavier than a hospital scale (the gold standard) provides an invalid but highly reliable repeatability. For example, a bathroom scale that consistently measures 2 kg heavier than a hospital scale (the gold standard) provides an invalid but highly reliable repeatability.

Although an early diagnosis generally has intuitive appeal, earlier might not always be better. For example, what benefit would accrue (and at what cost) from early diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease, which to date has no effective treatment? Sackett and colleagues have proposed a pragmatic checklist to help decide when (or if) seeking a diagnosis earlier than usual is worth the expense and bother. Does early diagnosis really benefit those screened, for example, in survival or quality of life? Can the clinician manage the additional time required to confirm the diagnosis and deal with those diagnosed before symptoms developed? Will those diagnosed earlier comply with the proposed treatment? Has the effectiveness of the screening strategy been established objectively? Finally, are the cost, accuracy, and acceptability of the test clinically acceptable?

Assessment of test effectiveness

Is the test valid?

For over half a century, four indices of test validity have been widely used: sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values of positive and negative. Although clinically useful (and far improved over clinical hunches), these terms are predicated on an assumption that is often clinically unrealistic—ie, that all people can be dichotomised as ill or well. (Indeed, one definition of an epidemiologist is a person who sees the entire world in a 2x2 table.) Often, those tested simply do not fit neatly into these designations: they might be possibly ill, early ill, probably well, or some other variant. Likelihood ratios, which incorporate varying (not just dichotomous) degrees of test results, can be used to refine clinicians’ judgments about the probability of disease in a particular person.

For simplicity, however, assume a population has been tested and assigned to the four mutually exclusive cells in figure 1. Sensitivity, sometimes termed the detection rate, is the ability of a test to find those with the disease. All those with disease are in the left column. Hence, the sensitivity is simply those correctly identified by the test (a) divided by all those sick (a+c). Specificity denotes the ability of a test to identify those without the condition. Calculation of this proportion is trickier, however. By analogy to sensitivity, many assume (incorrectly) that the formula here is d/(b+d). However, the numerator for specificity is cell d (the true negatives), which is divided by all those healthy (b+d).

Although sensitivity and specificity are of interest to public-health policymakers, they are of little use to the clinician. Stated alternatively, sensitivity and specificity (population measures) look backward (at results gathered over time). Clinicians have to interpret test results to those tested. Thus, what clinicians need to know are the predictive values of the test (individual measures, which look forward). To consider predictive values, one needs to shift the orientation in figure 1 by 90 degrees: predictive values work horizontally (rows), not vertically (columns).

In the top row are all those with a positive test, but only those in cell a are sick. Thus, the predictive value positive is a/(a+b). The “odds of being affected given a positive result (OAPR)” is the ratio of true positives to false positives, or a to b. For example, in figure 1, the OAPR is 75/5, or 17/1. This corresponds to a positive predictive value of 89%. Advocates of use of the OAPR note that these odds better describe test effectiveness than do probabilities (predictive values). In the bottom row of figure 1 are those with negative tests, but only those in cell d are free of disease. Hence, the predictive value negative is d/(c+d).

Learning (and promptly forgetting) these formulas was an annual ritual for many of us in our clinical training. If readers understand the definitions above and can recall the 2x2 table shell, then they can quickly figure out these formulas when needed. As a mnemonic, disease goes at the top of the table shell, since it is our top priority. By default, test goes on the left border.

Through the years, researchers have tried to simplify these four indices of test validity by condensing them into a single term. However, none adequately depicts the important trade-offs between sensitivity and specificity that generally arise. An example is diagnostic accuracy, which is the proportion of correct results. It is the sum of
the correctly identified ill and well divided by all those tested, or \((a+d)/(a+b+c+d)\). Cells b and c are noise in the system. Another early attempt, Youden’s J, is simply the predictive value positive plus the predictive value negative minus one.\(^1\) The range of values extends from zero (for a coin toss with no predictive value) to 1·0, where predictive values of both positive and negative tests are perfect.

**Trade-offs between sensitivity and specificity**

Where should the cut-off for abnormal be?

The ideal test would perfectly discriminate between those with and without the disorder. The distributions of test results for the two groups would not overlap. More commonly in human biology, test values for those with and without a disease overlap, sometimes widely.\(^1\) Where one puts the cut-off defining normal versus abnormal determines the sensitivity and specificity. For any continuous outcome measurement—for example, blood pressure, intraocular pressure, or blood glucose—the sensitivity and specificity of a test will be inversely related. Figure 2 shows that placing the cut-off for abnormal blood glucose at point X produces perfect sensitivity; this low cut-off identifies all those with diabetes. However, the trade-off is poor specificity: those in the part of the diabetic distribution in pink and purple are incorrectly identified as having abnormal values. Placing the cut-off higher at point Z yields the opposite result: all those healthy are correctly identified (perfect specificity), but the cost here is missing a proportion of ill individuals (portion of the diabetic distribution in purple and blue). Placing the cut-off at point Y is a compromise, mislabeling some healthy people and some people with diabetes.

Where the cut-off should be depends on the implications of the test, and receiver-operator characteristic curves are useful in making this decision.\(^1\) For example, screening for phenylketonuria in newborns places a premium on sensitivity rather than on specificity; the cost of missing a case is high, and effective treatment exists. The downside is a large number of false-positive tests, which cause anguish and further testing. By contrast, screening for breast cancer should favour specificity over sensitivity, since further assessment of those tested positive entails costly and invasive biopsies.\(^2\)

**Prevalence and predictive values**

Can test results be trusted?

A badly understood feature of screening is the potent effect of disease prevalence on predictive values. Clinicians must know the approximate prevalence of the condition of interest in the population being tested; if not, reasonable interpretation is impossible. Consider a new PCR test for chlamydia, with a sensitivity of 0·98 and specificity of 0·97 (a superb test). As shown in the left panel of figure 3, a doctor uses the test in a municipal sexually transmitted disease clinic, where the prevalence of *Chlamydia trachomatis* is 30%. In this high-prevalence setting, the predictive value of a positive test is high, 93%—ie, 93% of those with a positive test actually have the infection.

Impressed with the new test, the doctor now takes it to her private practice in the suburbs, which has a clientele that is mostly older than age 35 years (figure 3, right panel). Here, the prevalence of chlamydial infection is only 3%. Now the same excellent test has a predictive positive value of only 0·50. When the results of the test are positive, what should the doctor tell the patient, and what, in turn, should the patient tell her husband? Here, flipping a coin has the same predictive positive value (and is considerably cheaper and simpler than searching for bits of DNA). This message is important, yet not widely understood: when used in low-prevalence settings, even excellent tests have poor predictive positive value. The reverse is true for negative predictive values, which are nearly perfect in figure 3. Although failing to diagnose sexually transmitted diseases can have important health implications, incorrectly labeling people as infected can wreck marriages and damage lives.

**Tests in combination**

Should a follow-up test be done?

Clinicians rarely use tests in isolation. Few tests have high sensitivity and specificity, so a common approach is to do tests in sequence. In the instance of syphilis, a sensitive (but not specific) reagin test is the initial screen. Those who test positive then get a second, more specific test, a diagnostic treponemal test. Only those who test positive on both receive the diagnosis. This strategy generally increases the specificity compared with a single test and limits the use of the more expensive treponemal test.\(^2\) Testing for HIV-1 is an analogous two-step procedure. Alternatively, tests can be done in tandem (parallel or simultaneous testing).\(^1,2\) For example, two different tests might both have poor sensitivity, but one might be better at picking up early disease, whereas the other is better at...
identifying late disease. A positive result from either test would then lead to diagnostic assessment. This approach results in higher sensitivity than would arise with either test used alone.

**Benefit or bias?**

Does a screening programme really improve health?

Even worthless screening tests seem to have benefit. This cruel irony underlies many inappropriate screening programmes used today. Two common pitfalls lead to the conclusion that screening improves health; one is an artifact and the other a reflection of biology.

**Lead-time bias**

Lead-time bias refers to a spurious increase in longevity associated with screening. For example, assume that mammography screening leads to cancer detection 2 years earlier than would have ordinarily occurred, yet the screening does not prolong life. On average, women with breast cancer detected through screening live 2 years longer than those with cancers diagnosed through traditional means. This gain in longevity is apparent and not real; this hypothetical screening allows women to live 2 years longer with the knowledge that they have cancer, but does not prolong survival, an example of zero-time shift.

**Length bias**

Length bias is more subtle than lead-time bias: the longevity association is real, but indirect. Assume that community-based mammography screening is done at 10-year intervals. Women whose breast cancers were detected through screening live 5 years longer on average from cancer initiation to death than those whose cancers were detected through usual means. That screening is associated with longer survival implies clear benefit. However, in this hypothetical example, this benefit indicates the inherent variability in cancer growth rates and not a benefit of screening. Women with indolent, slow-growing cancers are more likely to live long enough to be identified in decennial screening. Conversely, those with rapidly progressing tumours are less likely to survive until screening.

The only way to avoid these pervasive biases is to do randomised controlled trials and then to assess age-specific mortality rates for those screened versus those not screened. Moreover, the trials must be done well. The quality of published trials of mammography screening has raised serious questions about the utility of this massive and hugely expensive enterprise.

**Conclusion**

Screening can promote or impair health, depending on its application. Unlike a diagnostic test, a screening test is done in apparently healthy people, which raises unique ethical concerns. Sensitivity and specificity tend to be inversely related, and choice of the cut-off point for abnormal should indicate the implications of incorrect results. Even very good tests have poor predictive value positive when applied to low-prevalence populations.

Lead-time and length bias exaggerate the apparent benefit of screening programmes, underscoring the need for rigorous assessment in randomised controlled trials before use of screening programmes.
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Many clinicians report that they cannot read the medical literature critically. To address this difficulty, we provide a primer of clinical research for clinicians and researchers alike. Clinical research falls into two general categories: experimental and observational, based on whether the investigator assigns the exposures or not. Experimental trials can also be subdivided into two: randomised and non-randomised. Observational studies can be either analytical or descriptive. Analytical studies feature a comparison (control) group, whereas descriptive studies do not. Within analytical studies, cohort studies track people forward in time from exposure to outcome. By contrast, case-control studies work in reverse, tracing back from outcome to exposure. Cross-sectional studies are like a snapshot, which measures both exposure and outcome at one time point. Descriptive studies, such as case-series reports, do not have a comparison group. Thus, in this type of study, investigators cannot examine associations, a fact often forgotten or ignored. Measures of association, such as relative risk or odds ratio, are the preferred way of expressing results of dichotomous outcomes—eg, sick versus healthy. Confidence intervals around these measures indicate the precision of these results. Measures of association with confidence intervals reveal the strength, direction, and a plausible range of an effect as well as the likelihood of chance occurrence. By contrast, p values address only chance. Testing null hypotheses at a p value of 0·05 has no basis in medicine and should be discouraged.

Clinicians today are in a bind. Increasing demands on their time are squeezing out opportunities to stay abreast of the literature, much less read it critically. Results of several studies indicate an inverse relation between knowledge of contemporary care and time since graduation from medical school. In many jurisdictions, attendance at a specified number of hours of continuing medical education courses is mandatory to maintain a licence to practise. However, the failure of these courses to improve patient care emphasises the importance of self-directed learning through reading. Many clinicians in practice, though, report that they feel unqualified to read the medical literature critically. Scientific illiteracy is a major failing of medical education.

We have written this series of short essays on research methods for busy clinicians and active researchers. The needs of clinicians predominate; hopefully, this primer will produce more critical and thoughtful consumers of research, and thus better practitioners. The needs of clinicians overlap with those of researchers throughout the discussion of randomised controlled trials. For readers to assess randomised trials accurately, they should understand the relevant guidelines on the conduct of trials, emerging from methodological research. In presenting these discussions to clinicians, our essays will hopefully help researchers who do randomised trials as well.

We will cover descriptive studies, cohort studies, case-control studies, bias, and screening tests in separate articles, but will devote five articles to randomised controlled trials. This disproportion is intentional; randomised controlled trials are the gold standard in clinical research, and The Lancet publishes large numbers of them. Randomised controlled trials help to eliminate bias, and research has identified the important methodological elements of trials that minimise bias.

Finally, because trials are so important, clinicians might be more likely to act on their results than on those of observational studies; hence, investigators need to ensure that trials are done and reported well. Here, we provide a brief overview of research designs and discuss some of the common measures used.

**A taxonomy of clinical research**

Analogous to biological taxonomy, a simple hierarchy can be used to categorise most studies (panel). To do so, however, the study design must be known. As in biology, anatomy dictates physiology. The anatomy of a study determines what it can and cannot do. A difficulty that readers encounter is that authors sometimes do not report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength of recommendations</th>
<th>I Good evidence to support the intervention.</th>
<th>II-1 Evidence obtained from well-designed controlled trials without randomisation.</th>
<th>II-2 Evidence from well-designed cohort or case-control studies, preferably from more than one centre or research group.</th>
<th>III Opinions of respected authorities, based on clinical experience, descriptive studies, or reports of expert committees.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A Good evidence to support the intervention.</td>
<td>B Fair evidence to support the intervention.</td>
<td>C Insufficient evidence to recommend for or against the intervention, but recommendation might be made on other grounds.</td>
<td>D Fair evidence against the intervention.</td>
<td>E Good evidence against the intervention.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rating clinical evidence**

Assessment system of the US Preventive Services Task Force

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality of evidence</th>
<th>I Evidence from at least one properly designed randomised controlled trial.</th>
<th>II-1 Evidence obtained from well-designed controlled trials without randomisation.</th>
<th>II-2 Evidence from well-designed cohort or case-control studies, preferably from more than one centre or research group.</th>
<th>II-3 Evidence from multiple time series with or without the intervention. Important results in uncontrolled experiments (such as the introduction of penicillin treatment in the 1940s) could also be considered as this type of evidence.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**EPIDEMIOLOGY SERIES**

**An overview of clinical research: the lay of the land**

**David A Grimes, Kenneth F Schulz**

Many clinicians report that they cannot read the medical literature critically. To address this difficulty, we provide a primer of clinical research for clinicians and researchers alike. Clinical research falls into two general categories: experimental and observational, based on whether the investigator assigns the exposures or not. Experimental trials can also be subdivided into two: randomised and non-randomised. Observational studies can be either analytical or descriptive. Analytical studies feature a comparison (control) group, whereas descriptive studies do not. Within analytical studies, cohort studies track people forward in time from exposure to outcome. By contrast, case-control studies work in reverse, tracing back from outcome to exposure. Cross-sectional studies are like a snapshot, which measures both exposure and outcome at one time point. Descriptive studies, such as case-series reports, do not have a comparison group. Thus, in this type of study, investigators cannot examine associations, a fact often forgotten or ignored. Measures of association, such as relative risk or odds ratio, are the preferred way of expressing results of dichotomous outcomes—eg, sick versus healthy. Confidence intervals around these measures indicate the precision of these results. Measures of association with confidence intervals reveal the strength, direction, and a plausible range of an effect as well as the likelihood of chance occurrence. By contrast, p values address only chance. Testing null hypotheses at a p value of 0·05 has no basis in medicine and should be discouraged.

Clinicians today are in a bind. Increasing demands on their time are squeezing out opportunities to stay abreast of the literature, much less read it critically. Results of several studies indicate an inverse relation between knowledge of contemporary care and time since graduation from medical school. In many jurisdictions, attendance at a specified number of hours of continuing medical education courses is mandatory to maintain a licence to practise. However, the failure of these courses to improve patient care emphasises the importance of self-directed learning through reading. Many clinicians in practice, though, report that they feel unqualified to read the medical literature critically. Scientific illiteracy is a major failing of medical education.

We have written this series of short essays on research methods for busy clinicians and active researchers. The needs of clinicians predominate; hopefully, this primer will produce more critical and thoughtful consumers of research, and thus better practitioners. The needs of clinicians overlap with those of researchers throughout the discussion of randomised controlled trials. For readers to assess randomised trials accurately, they should understand the relevant guidelines on the conduct of trials, emerging from methodological research. In presenting these discussions to clinicians, our essays will hopefully help researchers who do randomised trials as well.

We will cover descriptive studies, cohort studies, case-control studies, bias, and screening tests in separate articles, but will devote five articles to randomised controlled trials. This disproportion is intentional; randomised controlled trials are the gold standard in clinical research, and The Lancet publishes large numbers of them. Randomised controlled trials help to eliminate bias, and research has identified the important methodological elements of trials that minimise bias.

Finally, because trials are so important, clinicians might be more likely to act on their results than on those of observational studies; hence, investigators need to ensure that trials are done and reported well. Here, we provide a brief overview of research designs and discuss some of the common measures used.

**A taxonomy of clinical research**

Analogous to biological taxonomy, a simple hierarchy can be used to categorise most studies (panel). To do so, however, the study design must be known. As in biology, anatomy dictates physiology. The anatomy of a study determines what it can and cannot do. A difficulty that readers encounter is that authors sometimes do not report
the study type or provide sufficient detail to figure it out. A related problem is that authors sometimes incorrectly label the type of research done. Examples include calling non-randomised controlled trials randomised, and labelling non-concurrent cohort studies case-control studies. The adjective case-controlled is also sometimes (inappropriately) applied to any study with a comparison group.

Biological studies involve animals or plants, and are experimental or observational. Figure 1 shows that one can quickly decide the research kingdom by noting whether the investigators assigned the exposures—eg, treatments—or whether they observed usual clinical practice. For experimental studies, one needs to distinguish whether the exposures were assigned by a truly random technique (with concealment of the upcoming assignment from those involved) or whether some other allocation scheme was used, such as alternate assignment. An example of the latter would be a trial alternating months of liberal versus restricted access to electronic fetal monitoring for women in labour.

With observational studies, which dominate the literature, the next step is to ascertain whether the study has a comparison or control group. If so, the study is termed analytical. If not, it is a descriptive study. If the study is analytical, the temporal direction of the trial needs to be identified. If the study determines both exposures and outcomes at one time point, it is termed cross-sectional. An example would be measurement of serum cholesterol of men admitted to a hospital with myocardial infarction versus that of their next-door neighbour. This type of study provides a snapshot of the population of sick and well at one time point.

If the study begins with an exposure—eg, oral contraceptive use—and follows women for a few years to measure outcomes—eg, ovarian cancer—then it is deemed a cohort study. Cohort studies can be either concurrent or non-concurrent. By contrast, if the analytical study begins with an outcome—eg, ovarian cancer—and looks back in time for an exposure, such as use of oral contraceptives, then the study is a case-control study.

Studies without comparison groups are called descriptive studies. At the bottom of the research hierarchy is the case report. When more than one patient is described, it becomes a case-series report.

**What studies can and cannot do**

Is the study design appropriate for the question? Starting at the bottom of the research hierarchy, descriptive studies are often the first foray into a new area of medicine. Investigators do descriptive studies to describe the frequency, natural history, and possible determinants of a condition. The results of these studies show how many people develop a disease or condition over time, describe the characteristics of the disease and those affected, and generate hypotheses about the cause of the disease. These hypotheses can be assessed through more rigorous research, such as analytical studies or randomised controlled trials. An example of a descriptive study would be the early reports of Legionnaire’s disease and toxic-shock syndrome. An important caveat (often forgotten or intentionally ignored) is that descriptive studies, which do not have a comparison group, do not allow assessment of associations. Only comparative studies (both analytical and experimental) enable assessment of possible causal associations.

**Cross-sectional study: a snapshot in time**

Sometimes termed a frequency survey or a prevalence study, cross-sectional studies are done to examine the presence or absence of disease and the presence or absence of an exposure at a particular time. Thus, prevalence, not incidence, is the focus. Since both outcome and exposure are ascertained at the same time (figure 2), the temporal relation between the two might be unclear. For example, assume that a cross-sectional study finds obesity to be more common among women than without arthritis. Did the extra weight load on joints lead to arthritis, or did women with arthritis become involuntarily inactive and then obese? This type of question is unanswerable in a cross-sectional study.

**Cohort study: looking forward in time**

Cohort studies proceed in a logical sequence: from exposure to outcome (figure 2). Hence, this type of research is easier to understand than case-control studies. Investigators identify a group with an exposure of interest and another group or groups without the exposure. The investigators then follow the exposed and unexposed groups forward in time to determine outcomes. If the exposed group develops a higher incidence of the outcome than the unexposed, then the exposure is associated with an increased risk of the outcome.

The cohort study has important strengths and weaknesses. Because exposure is identified at the outset, one can assume that the exposure preceded the outcome. Recall bias is less of a concern than in the case-control study. The cohort study enables calculation of true incidence rates, relative risks, and attributable risks. However, for the study of rare events or events that take years to develop, this type of research design can be slow to yield results and thus prohibitively expensive. Nonetheless, several famous, large cohort studies continue to provide important information.

---

**Figure 1: Algorithm for classification of types of clinical research**

- **Experimental study**
  - Random allocation?
    - Yes: Randomised controlled trial
    - No: Non-randomised controlled trial
  - Did investigator assign exposures?
    - Yes: Did outcome follow?
      - Yes: Analytical study
      - No: Descriptive study
    - No: Comparison group?
      - Yes: Did investigator assign exposures?
        - Yes: Experimental study
        - No: Observational study
      - No: Observational study

- **Observational study**
  - Comparison group?
    - Yes: Analytical study
    - No: Descriptive study

- **Descriptive study**
  - Direction?
    - Yes: Cross-sectional study
    - No: Cohort study
Figure 2: Schematic diagram showing temporal direction of three study designs

**Case-control study: thinking backwards**

Case-control studies work backwards. Because thinking in this direction is not intuitive for clinicians, case-control studies are widely misunderstood. Starting with an outcome, such as disease, this type of study looks backward in time for exposures that might have caused the outcome. As shown in figure 2, investigators define a group with an outcome (for example, ovarian cancer) and a group without the outcome (controls). Then, through chart reviews, interviews, or other means, the investigators ascertain the prevalence (or amount) of exposure to a risk factor—e.g., oral contraceptives, ovulation-induction drugs—in both groups. If the prevalence of the exposure is higher among cases than among controls, then the exposure is associated with an increased risk of the outcome.

**Randomised controlled trial: gold standard**

The hallmark of randomised controlled trials is assignment of participants to exposures purely by the play of chance. Randomised controlled trials reduce the likelihood of bias in determination of outcomes. When properly implemented, random allocation precludes selection bias. Trials feature uniform diagnostic criteria for outcomes and, often, blinding of those involved as to the exposure each participant is receiving, therefore reducing information bias. A unique strength of this study design is that it eliminates confounding bias, both known and unknown. Furthermore, the trial tends to be statistically efficient. If properly designed and done, a randomised controlled trial is likely to be free of bias and is thus especially useful for examination of small or moderate effects. In observational studies, bias might only account for small, moderate differences.

**Randomised controlled trials have drawbacks too.**

External validity is one. Whereas the randomised controlled trial, if properly done, has internal validity—i.e., it measures what it sets out to measure—it might not have external validity. This term indicates the extent to which results can be generalised to the broader community. Unlike the observational study, the randomised controlled trial includes only volunteers who pass through a screening process before inclusion. Those who volunteer for trials tend to be different from those who do not; for example, their health might be better. Another limitation is that a randomised controlled trial cannot be used in some instances, since intentional exposure to harmful substances—e.g., toxins, bacteria, or other noxious exposures—would be unethical. As with cohort studies, the randomised controlled trial can be prohibitively expensive. Indeed, the cost of large trials runs into the tens of millions of US dollars.

**Measurement of outcomes**

**Confusing fractions**

Identification and quantification of outcomes is the business of research. However, slippery terminology often complicates matters for investigators and readers alike. For example, the term rate (as in maternal mortality rate) has been misused in textbooks and journal articles for decades. Additionally, rate is often used interchangeably with proportions and ratios. Figure 3 presents a simple approach to classification of these common terms.
A ratio is a value obtained by dividing one number by another. These two numbers can be either related or unrelated. This feature—ie, relatedness of numerator and denominator—divides ratios into two groups: those in which the numerator is included in the denominator—eg, rate and proportion—and those in which it is not.

A rate measures the frequency of an event in a population. As shown in figure 3, the numerator (those with the outcome) of a rate must be contained in the denominator (those at risk of the outcome). Although all ratios feature a numerator and denominator, rates have two distinguishing characteristics: time and a multiplier. Rates indicate the time during which the outcomes occur and a multiplier, commonly to a base ten, to yield whole numbers. An example would be an incidence rate, indicating the number of new cases of disease in a population at risk over a defined interval of time—eg, 11 cases of tuberculosis per 100 000 persons per year.

Proportion is often used synonymously with rate, but the former does not have a time component. Like a rate, a proportion must have the numerator contained in the denominator. Since the numerator and denominator have the same units, these divide out, leaving a dimensionless quantity; a number without units. An example of a proportion is prevalence—eg, 27 of 100 at risk have hay fever. This number indicates how many of a population at risk have a condition at a particular time (here, 27%); since documentation of new cases over time is not involved, prevalence is more properly considered a proportion than a rate.

Although all rates and proportions are ratios, the opposite is not true. In some ratios, the numerator is not included in the denominator. Perhaps the most notorious example is the maternal mortality ratio. The definition includes women who die of pregnancy-related causes in the numerator, and women with livebirths (usually 100 000) in the denominator. However, not all those in the numerator are included in the denominator—eg, a woman who dies of an ectopic pregnancy cannot be in the denominator of women with livebirths. Thus, this venerable misnomer is actually a ratio, not a rate, a fact only recently appreciated.

**Measures of association: risky business**

Relative risk (also termed the risk ratio) is another useful ratio: the frequency of outcome in the exposed group divided by the frequency of outcome in the unexposed. If the frequency of the outcome is the same in both groups, then the ratio is 1:0, indicating no association between exposure and outcome. By contrast, if the outcome is more frequent in those exposed, then the ratio will be greater than 1:0, implying an increased risk associated with exposure. Conversely, if the frequency of disease is less among the exposed, then the relative risk will be less than 1:0, implying a protective effect.

Also known as the cross-products ratio or relative odds, the odds ratio has different meanings in different settings. In case-control studies, this measure is the usual measure of association. It indicates the odds of exposure among the case group divided by the odds of the exposure among controls. If cases and controls have equal odds of having the exposure, the odds ratio is 1:0, indicating no effect. If the cases have a higher odds of exposure than the controls, then the ratio is greater than 1:0, implying an increased risk associated with exposure. Similarly, odds ratios less than 1:0 indicate a protective effect.

An odds ratio can also be calculated for cross-sectional, cohort, and randomised controlled studies. Here, the disease-odds ratio is the ratio of the odds in favour of disease in the exposed versus that in the unexposed. In this context, the odds ratio has some appealing statistical features when studies are aggregated in meta-analysis, but the odds ratio does not indicate the relative risk when the proportion with the outcome is greater than 5–10%—ie, the term has little clinical relevance or meaning with higher incidence rates.

The confidence interval reflects the precision of study results. The interval provides a range of values for a variable, such as a proportion, relative risk, or odds ratio, that has a specified probability of containing the true value for the entire population from which the study sample was taken. Although 95% CIs are the most commonly used, others, such as 90%, are seen (and advocated). The wider the confidence interval, the less precision exists in the result, and vice versa. For relative risks and odds ratios, when the 95% CI does not include 1:0, the difference is significant at the usual 0·05 level. However, use of this feature of confidence intervals as a back-door means of hypothesis testing is inappropriate.

**Conclusion**

Understanding what kind of study has been done is a prerequisite to thoughtful reading of research. Clinical research can be divided into experimental and observational; observational studies are further categorised into those with and without a comparison group. Only studies with comparison groups allow investigators to assess possible causal associations, a fact often forgotten or ignored. Dichotomous outcomes of studies should be reported as measures of association with confidence intervals; testing null hypotheses at arbitrary p values of 0·05 has no basis in medicine and should be discouraged.

We thank Willard Cates and David L Sackett for their helpful comments on an earlier version of this report. Much of this material stems from our 15 years of teaching the Berlex Foundation Faculty Development Course.
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Epidemiology series

Descriptive studies: what they can and cannot do

David A Grimes, Kenneth F Schulz

Descriptive studies often represent the first scientific toe in the water in new areas of inquiry. A fundamental element of descriptive reporting is a clear, specific, and measurable definition of the disease or condition in question. Like newspapers, good descriptive reporting answers the five basic W questions: who, what, why, when, where . . . and a sixth: so what? Case reports, case-series reports, cross-sectional studies, and surveillance studies deal with individuals, whereas ecological correlational studies examine populations. The case report is the least-publishable unit in medical literature. Case-series reports aggregate individual cases in one publication. Clustering of unusual cases in a short period often heralds a new epidemic, as happened with AIDS. Cross-sectional (prevalence) studies describe the health of populations. Surveillance can be thought of as watchfulness over a community; feedback to those who need to know is an integral component of surveillance. Ecological correlational studies look for associations between exposures and outcomes in populations—eg, per capita cigarette sales and rates of coronary artery disease—rather than in individuals. Three important uses of descriptive studies include trend analysis, health-care planning, and hypothesis generation. A frequent error in reports of descriptive studies is overstepping the data: studies without a comparison group allow no inferences to be drawn about associations, causal or otherwise. Hypotheses about causation from descriptive studies are often tested in rigorous analytical studies.

Descriptive studies have several important roles in medical research. They are often the first foray into a new disease or area of inquiry—the first scientific “toe in the water”. They document the health of populations and often prompt more rigorous studies. Since descriptive studies are often reported, clinicians need to know their uses, strengths, and weaknesses.

A descriptive study is “concerned with and designed only to describe the existing distribution of variables, without regard to causal or other hypotheses”. The key qualifier about causal hypotheses is sometimes forgotten by investigators, resulting in erroneous conclusions. Here, we provide an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of descriptive studies, provide examples of several types of descriptive study, examine their clinical uses, and show how they can be misinterpreted.

The descriptive triad—or pentad?

Five “W” questions

Traditional descriptive epidemiology has focused on three key features: person, place, and time, or agent, host, and environment. An alternative approach is that of newspaper coverage. Good descriptive research, like good newspaper reporting, should answer five basic “W” questions—who, what, why, when, and where—and an implicit sixth question, so what?

Who has the disease in question? Age and sex are universally described, but other characteristics might be important too, including race, occupation, or recreational activities. The risk of venous thromboembolism, for example, increases exponentially with age. Only 1% of breast cancers arise in men, but Klinefelter’s syndrome or sperm counts. Some temporal relations can be pursued with more sophisticated research designs (panel).

When is the condition common or rare? Time provides important clues about health events. The prototype might be the outbreak of gastroenteritis soon after ingestion of staphylococcal toxin. Some temporal relations can be long—eg, vaginal adenosis and clear cell carcinoma of the vagina appeared years after intrauterine exposure to diethylstilboestrol. Furthermore, cervical and other epithelial cancers develop decades after infection with human papillomavirus, and births and deaths from pneumonia and influenza have regular seasonal patterns, as might sperm counts.
Where does or does not the disease or condition arise? Geography has had a huge effect on health. Living close to rodents and insects (and thus their parasites) has shaped both medical and political history. Living where drinking water has high fluoride protects against dental caries, whereas residing downwind from a lead smelter is less salutary. Latitude plays a part in both multiple sclerosis and vitamin D deficiency; sunlight might decrease or increase cancer risk.

So What? The implicit “W” relates to the public health effect. In view of the proliferation of descriptive reports, what is their import? Is the condition a current and timely one? Is it serious? Are large numbers involved? Are its societal implications broad? Has it been studied before? Although many descriptive reports herald new illnesses or monitor health, the net effect of others might be only thicker curricula vitae at the expense of thinner forests.

**Types of descriptive studies**

Descriptive studies consist of two major groups: those that deal with individuals and those that relate to populations. Studies that involve individuals are the case report, the case-series report, cross-sectional studies, and surveillance, whereas ecological correlational studies examine populations.

**Case report**

The case report is the least publishable unit in the medical literature. Often, an observant clinician reports an unusual disease or association, which prompts further investigations with more rigorous study designs (panel). For example, a clinician, among others, reported benign hepatocellular adenomas, a rare tumour, in women who had taken oral contraceptives. A large case-control study pursued this lead and confirmed a strong association between long-term use of high-dose pills and this rare, but serious health threat. For exposures that are long-standing, such as sex or blood type, which often impossible to work out. An exception would be standing exposures, such as sex or blood type, which unquestionably preceded the outcome. For exposures that vary, information of aetiological relevance from the past might be more useful than current information.

**Cross-sectional (prevalence) studies**

Prevalence studies describe the health of populations. For example, in the USA, periodic surveys of the health status of the population are done by the federal government—eg, the Health Interview Survey and the Health and Nutrition Examination Survey. Analogous to the decennial census, these studies provide a snapshot of the population at a particular time.

Prevalence studies can be done in smaller populations as well. For example, the results of a survey done in a Puerto Rican pharmaceutical factory indicated an exceptionally high prevalence of gynaecomastia among employees (figure). This finding led to the hypothesis that exposure to ambient oestrogen dust in the plant might be the cause; serum concentrations of oestrogen lent support to the hypothesis. After improvements in dust control in the factory, the epidemic disappeared. Similar prevalence studies have linked gynaecomastia with feeding of refugees and tainted food.

Although generally distinguished from cohort and case-control studies, the cross-sectional study can be thought of as the case-control analogue of a population cohort study. Since both exposure and outcome are ascertainment at the same time (the defining feature of a cross-sectional study), costs are small and loss to follow-up is not a problem. However, because exposure and outcome are identified at one time point, the temporal sequence is often impossible to work out. An exception would be long-standing exposures, such as sex or blood type, which unquestionably preceded the outcome. For exposures that vary, information of aetiological relevance from the past might be more useful than current information.

**Surveillance**

Surveillance is another important type of descriptive study. Surveillance can be thought of as watchfulness over a community. A more formal definition is “the ongoing systematic collection, analysis, and interpretation of health data essential to the planning, implementation, and evaluation of public health practice, closely integrated with the timely dissemination of these data to those who need to know.” The key feature here is feedback, as in a servomechanism. Prevention and control of the problem are fundamental parts of the feedback loop.

Surveillance can be either active or passive. Passive surveillance relies on data generally gathered through traditional channels, such as death certificates. By contrast, active surveillance searches for cases. The reporting of abortion-related deaths provides an example. Since 1972, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has been doing active surveillance of these deaths in the USA, using multiple overlapping sources—ie, state maternal mortality study committees, professional organisations, newspapers, and colleagues in the specialty. By comparison with official statistics, active surveillance identifies about twice as many deaths. Similarly, underreporting of maternal deaths remains an international problem.

Epidemiological surveillance has made important contributions to health, but none more impressive than smallpox eradication. Surveillance and containment were responsible for the elimination of smallpox from the world, an extraordinary public-health achievement. Whereas mass immunisation of the world’s population had failed, the approach of identification of cases through surveillance and then immunisation of susceptible persons in the surrounding communities stopped transmission. Without a non-human vector, the virus died out.
Clues about cause
A third use of descriptive studies is to develop hypotheses about cause (panel). Observant clinicians noted an association between high concentrations of oxygen in incubators and blindness in babies; this finding led to analytical studies, then a randomised controlled trial, confirming the association. Unexpectedly high rates of cancer among women who had painted radium dials in watches alerted investigators to the danger of this occupational exposure.

Advantages and disadvantages
Descriptive studies have both strengths and weaknesses. Often, the data are already available and thus inexpensive and efficient to use. Furthermore, few ethical difficulties exist. However, descriptive studies have important limitations. Temporal associations between putative causes and effects might be unclear. A dangerous pitfall is that the investigators might draw causal inferences when none is possible.

Overstepping the data
A common mistake in inference is post hoc ergo propter hoc reasoning (after the thing, therefore on account of the thing), an example of a false cause. In other words, a temporal association is incorrectly inferred to be a causal one. In one egregious example, seven women in Pasadena, California, created controversy around the world in the late 1980s. Seen in one physician’s office, the women had developed functional ovarian cysts while taking the new multiphasic oral contraceptive pills. Based on this uncontrolled observation, a case-series report warned that phasic pills might pose a threat to patient health and safety. The media printed the story, and unknown numbers of women around the world stopped taking their pills, because they did not understand the difference between functional cysts and ovarian cancer. Since the report had no comparison group—eg, women using monophasic pills or those using none—the authors could not draw any conclusions about cause of disease.

In the wake of this report, damage-control efforts started quickly. Within 2 years, a publication showed no temporal association between the marketing of multiphasic pills and the number of women admitted to hospital for treatment of benign ovarian cysts. However, 5 years elapsed before cohort and case-control studies confirmed no association between multiphasic pills and ovarian cysts. By this time, the public-health damage had been done.

Another sad example in which misinterpretation of descriptive studies hurt public health is routine electronic fetal monitoring in labour. A quarter of a century ago, temporal associations between the introduction of electronic fetal monitoring and falling perinatal mortality rates led to the conclusion that continuous fetal heart rate monitoring was a good thing. Moreover, authorities of the day predicted a 50% reduction in perinatal morbidity and mortality from its use.

Based on this rosy assessment from prominent obstetricians, this expensive and intrusive technology took obstetrics by storm. However, the initial upbeat assessment did not survive scientific scrutiny. Years later, a meta-analysis of the randomised controlled trials showed that, by comparison with routine intermittent auscultation, routine electronic fetal monitoring confers no lasting benefit to infants, whereas it significantly increases operative deliveries; thus harming women.

Based on objective reviews, both the Canadian Task Force on the Periodic Health Examination and the US
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Preventive Services Task Force have given routine electronic fetal monitoring a D recommendation (fair evidence against its routine use). Despite this advice, about three-fourths of all births in the USA include electronic fetal monitoring. Failure to appreciate the limitations of descriptive studies has caused lasting harm and squandered billions of dollars.

Conclusion

Descriptive studies are often the first, tentative approach to a new event or condition. These studies generally emphasise features of a new disease or assess the health status of communities. Health administrators use descriptive studies to monitor trends and plan for resources. By contrast, epidemiologists and clinicians generally use descriptive reports to search for clues of cause of disease—ie, generation of hypotheses. In this role, descriptive studies are often a springboard into more rigorous studies with comparison groups. Common pitfalls of descriptive reports include an absence of a clear, specific, and reproducible case definition, and interpretations that overstep the data. Studies without a comparison group do not allow conclusions about cause of disease.

We thank Wilard Cates and David I. Sackett for their helpful comments on an earlier version of this report. Much of this material stems from our 15 years of teaching the Berlex Foundation Faculty Development Course.
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Bias and causal associations in observational research

David A Grimes, Kenneth F Schulz

Readers of medical literature need to consider two types of validity, internal and external. Internal validity means that the study measured what it set out to; external validity is the ability to generalise from the study to the reader’s patients. With respect to internal validity, selection bias, information bias, and confounding are present to some degree in all observational research. Selection bias stems from an absence of comparability between groups being studied. Information bias results from incorrect determination of exposure, outcome, or both. The effect of information bias depends on its type. If information is gathered differently for one group than for another, bias results. By contrast, non-differential misclassification tends to obscure real differences. Confounding is a mixing or blurring of effects: a researcher attempts to relate an exposure to an outcome but actually measures the effect of a third factor (the confounding variable). Confounding can be controlled in several ways: restriction, matching, stratification, and more sophisticated multivariate techniques. If a reader cannot explain away study results on the basis of selection, information, or confounding bias, then chance might be another explanation. Chance should be examined last, however, since these biases can account for highly significant, though bogus results. Differentiation between spurious, indirect, and causal associations can be difficult. Criteria such as temporal sequence, strength and consistency of an association, and evidence of a dose-response effect lend support to a causal link.

Clinical bias undermines the internal validity of research. Unlike the conventional meaning of bias—ie, prejudice—bias in research denotes deviation from the truth. All observational studies (and, regrettably, many badly done randomised controlled trials) have built-in bias; the challenge for investigators, editors, and readers is to ferret these out and judge how they might have affected results. A simple checklist, such as that shown in panel 1, can be helpful. Several taxonomies exist for classification of biases in clinical research. Sackett’s landmark compilation, for example, included 35 different biases. By contrast Feinstein consolidated biases into four categories that arise sequentially during research: susceptibility, performance, detection, and transfer. Susceptibility bias refers to differences in baseline characteristics, performance bias to different proficiencies of treatment, detection bias to different measurement of outcomes, and transfer bias to differential losses to follow-up. Another approach, which is often used, is to group all biases into three general categories: selection, information, and confounding. The leitmotif for all three is “different”. Something “different” distorts the planned comparison.

Selection bias

Are the groups similar in all important respects? Selection bias stems from an absence of comparability between groups being studied. For example, in a cohort study, the exposed and unexposed groups differ in some important respect aside from the exposure. Membership bias is a type of selection bias: people who choose to be members of a group—eg, joggers—might differ in important respects from others. For instance, both cohort and case-control studies initially suggested that jogging after myocardial infarction prevented repeat
infarction. However, a randomised controlled trial failed to confirm this benefit. Those who chose to exercise might have differed in other important ways from those who did not exercise, such as diet, smoking, and presence of angina.

In case-control studies, selection bias implies that cases and controls differ importantly aside from the disease in question. Two types of selection bias have earned eponyms: Berkson and Neyman bias. Also known as an admission-rate bias, Berkson bias (or paradox) results from differential rates of hospital admission for cases and controls. Berkson initially thought that this phenomenon was due to presence of a simultaneous disease. Alternatively, knowledge of the exposure of interest might lead to an increased rate of admission to hospital. For example, doctors who care for women with salpingitis were more likely to recommend hospital admission for those using an intrauterine device (IUD) than for those using a hormonal method of contraception.

In a hospital-based case-control study, this would stack the deck (or gynaecology ward) with a high proportion of IUD-exposed cases, spuriously increasing the odds ratio. Neyman bias is an incidence-prevalence bias. It arises when a gap in time occurs between exposure and admission for those exposed, for example, preferentially searching for infection by HIV-1 in intravenous drug users. Conversely, the presence of a disease might prompt a search for the putative exposure of interest. Another type of bias is family history bias, in which medical information flows differently to affected and unaffected family members, as has been shown for rheumatoid arthritis.

To minimise information bias, detail about exposures in case-control studies should be gathered by people who are unaware of whether the respondent is a case or a control. Similarly, in a cohort study with subjective outcomes, the observer should be unbiased. Cases tend to search their memories to identify what might have caused their disease; healthy controls have no such motivation. Thus, better recall among cases is common. For example, the putative association between induced abortion and subsequent development of breast cancer has emerged as a hot medical and political issue. Many case-control studies have reported an increase in cancer risk after abortion. However, when investigators compared histories of prior abortions, obtained by personal interview, against centralised medical records, they documented systematic underreporting of abortions among controls (but not among cases) that accounted for a spurious association.

In Swedish and Danish cohort studies free from recall bias, induced abortion has had either a protective effect or no effect on risk of breast cancer.

Is the information bias random or in one direction? The effect of information bias depends on its type. If information is gathered differentially for one group than for another, then bias results, raising or lowering the relative risk or odds ratio dependent on the direction of the bias. By contrast, non-differential misclassification—ie, noise in the system—tends to obscure real differences. For example, an ambiguous questionnaire might lead to errors in data collection among cases and controls, shifting the odds ratio toward unity, meaning no association.
Confounding

Is an extraneous factor blurring the effect?

Confounding is a mixing or blurring of effects. A researcher attempts to relate an exposure to an outcome, but actually measures the effect of a third factor, termed a confounding variable. A confounding variable is associated with the exposure and it affects the outcome, but it is not an intermediate link in the chain of causation between exposure and outcome.27,28 More simply, confounding is a methodological fly in the ointment. Confounding is often easier to understand from examples than from definitions.

Oral contraceptives and myocardial infarction, and smoking

Early studies of the safety of oral contraceptives reported a pronounced increased risk of myocardial infarction. This association later proved to be spurious, because of the high proportion of cigarette smokers among users of birth control pills.29–31 Here, cigarette smoking confounded the relation between oral contraceptives and infarction. Women who chose to use birth control pills also chose, in large numbers, to smoke cigarettes, and cigarettes, in turn, increased the risk of myocardial infarction. Although investigators thought they were measuring an effect of birth control pills, they were in fact measuring the hidden effect of smoking among pill users.

IUD insertion and salpingitis, and exposure to sexually transmitted disease

Results of a large case–control study of IUDs indicated a significant increase in salpingitis soon after insertion.32 However, among married or cohabiting women with only one reported sex partner in the past 6 months, no significant increase in risk was evident.33 In the study, exposure to sexually transmitted diseases apparently confounded the association. Even among women at low risk of salpingitis, frequent coitus might increase risk of infection,34 and few studies have controlled for this variable.

Oral contraceptives and cervical cancer, and smoking

Reported associations between oral contraceptives and squamous cervical cancer35 might be due to unsuspected confounding by cigarette smoking and human papillomavirus infection.36 Control of confounding is inevitably limited by our meagre understanding of human biology; unsuspected confounding factors evade control in observational studies.37

Control for confounding

When selection bias or information bias exist in a study, irreparable damage results. Internal validity is doomed. By contrast, when confounding is present, this bias can be corrected, provided that confounding was anticipated and the requisite information gathered. Confounding can be controlled for before or after a study is done. The purpose of these approaches is to achieve homogeneity between study groups.

Restriction

The simplest approach is restriction (also called exclusion or specification).38 For example, if cigarette smoking is suspected to be a confounding factor, a study can enrol only non-smokers. Although this tactic avoids confounding, it also hinders recruitment (and thus power) and precludes extrapolation to smokers. Restriction might increase the internal validity of a study at the cost of poorer external validity.

Matching

Another way to control for confounding is pairwise matching. In a case-control study in which smoking is deemed a confounding factor, cases and controls can be matched by smoking status. For each case who smokes, a control who smokes is found. This approach, although often used by investigators, has two drawbacks. If matching is done on several potential confounding factors, the recruitment process can be cumbersome, and, by definition, one cannot examine the effect of a matched variable.39

Stratification

Investigators can also control for confounding after a study has been completed. One approach is stratification. Stratification can be considered a form of post hoc restriction, done during the analysis rather than during the accrual phase of a study. For example, results can be stratified by levels of the confounding factor. In the smoking example, results are calculated separately for smokers and non-smokers to see if the same effect arises independent of smoking. The Mantel-Haenszel procedure40 combines the various strata into a summary statistic that describes the effect. The strata are weighted inversely to their variance—ie, strata with larger numbers count more than those with smaller numbers. If the Mantel-Haenszel adjusted effect differs substantially from the crude effect, then confounding is deemed present. In this instance, the adjusted estimate of effect is considered the better estimate to use.

Confounding is not always intuitive, as shown by the fictitious example in the figure. In this hypothetical...
correlation with risk of upper-genital-tract infection. Here, a disproportionate number of women with more than one sexual partner chose to use an IUD (700 vs 300 women with only one partner). The number of partners was also related to the risk of infection (6% among those with >1 partner vs 1% among those with only one partner). In each stratum by number of partners, the relative risk is 1-0, indicating no association between the IUD and salpingitis. The Mantel-Haenszel weighted relative risk, which controls for this confounding effect, is 1-0 (95% CI 0-5–2-0). In this fictitious example, the apparent three-fold increase in risk associated with IUD use was all due to confounding bias.

Multivariate techniques
In multivariate techniques, mathematical modelling examines the potential effect of one variable while simultaneously controlling for the effect of many other factors. A major advantage of these approaches is that they can control for more factors that can stratification. For example, an investigator might use multivariate logistic regression to study the effect of oral contraceptives on ovarian cancer risk. In this way, they could simultaneously control for age, race, family history, parity, &c. Another example would be use of a proportional hazards regression analysis for time to death; this method could control simultaneously for age, blood pressure, smoking history, serum lipids, and other risk factors. Disadvantages of multivariate approaches, for some researchers, include greater difficulty in understanding the results, and loss of hands-on feel for the data.

Chance
If a reader cannot explain results on the basis of selection, information, or confounding bias, then chance might be another explanation. The reason for examination of bias before chance is that biases can easily cause highly significant (though bogus) results. Regrettably, many readers use the p value as the arbiter of validity, without considering these other, more important, factors.

The venerable p value measures chance. It advises the reader of the likelihood of a false-positive conclusion: a difference was seen in the study, although it does not exist in the broader population (type I error). Many clinicians are surprised to learn, however, that the p value of 0-05 as a threshold has no basis in medicine. Rather, it stems from agricultural and industrial experiments early in the 20th century. Should a study not achieve significance at this level, one needs to see if the study had adequate power to find a clinically important difference. Many “negative” studies simply have too few participants to do the job. Better yet, investigators should present measures of association with confidence intervals in preference to hypothesis tests.

Judgment of associations
Bogus, indirect, or real?
When statistical associations emerge from clinical research, the next step is to judge what type of association exists. Statistical associations do not necessarily imply causal associations. Although several classifications are available, a simple approach includes just three types: spurious, indirect, and causal. Spurious associations are the result of selection bias, information bias, and chance. By contrast, indirect associations (which stem from confounding) are real but not causal.

Judgment of cause-effect relations can be tough. Few rules apply, though criteria first suggested by Hill have received the most attention (panel 2). The only iron-clad criterion is temporality: the cause must antedate the effect. However, in many studies, especially with chronic diseases, the chicken-egg question can be daunting. Strong associations argue for causation. Whereas weak associations in observational studies can easily be due to bias, large amounts of bias would be necessary to produce strong associations. (This large bias is evident in reports that link IUD use with salpingitis.) Some suggest that relative risks more than 3 in cohort studies, or odds ratios greater than 4 in case-control studies, provide strong support for causation. Consistent observation of an association in different populations and with different study designs also lends support to a real effect. For example, results of studies done around the world have consistently shown that oral contraceptives protect against ovarian cancer; a causal relation can, therefore, be argued. Evidence of a biological gradient supports a causal association too. For instance, protection against ovarian cancer is directly related to duration of use of oral contraceptives. The risk of death from lung cancer is linearly related to years of cigarette smoking. In both of these examples, increasing exposure is associated with an increasing biological effect.

Other criteria of Hill’s are less useful. Specificity is a weak criterion. With a few exceptions, such as the rabies virus, few exposures lead to only one outcome. Should an association be highly specific, this provides support for causality. However, since many exposures—eg, cigarette smoke—lead to numerous outcomes, lack of specificity does not argue against causation. Biological plausibility is another weak criterion, limited by our lack of knowledge. 300 years ago, clinicians would have rejected the suggestion that citrus fruits could prevent scurvy or that mosquitoes were linked with blackwater fever. Ancillary biological evidence that is coherent with the association might be helpful. For example, the effect of cigarette
smoke on the bronchial epithelium of animals is coherent with an increased risk of cancer in human beings. Finally, experimental evidence is seldom available, and reasoning by analogy has sometimes caused harm. Since thalidomide can cause birth defects, for instance, some lawyers (successfully) argued by analogy that Bendectin (an antiemetic widely used for nausea and vomiting in pregnancy) could also cause birth defects, despite evidence to the contrary."

**Conclusion**

Studies need to have both internal and external validity: the results should be both correct and capable of extrapolation to the population. A simple checklist for bias (selection, information, and confounding) then chance can help readers decipher research reports. When a statistical association appears in research, guidelines for judgment of associations can help a reader decide whether the association is bogus, indirect, or real.

We thank Willard Cates and David L Sackett for their helpful comments on an earlier version of this report. Much of this material stems from our 15 years of teaching at the Berlex Foundation Faculty Development Course.
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A cohort study tracks two or more groups forward from exposure to outcome. This type of study can be done by going ahead in time from the present (prospective cohort study) or, alternatively, by going back in time to comprise the cohorts and following them up to the present (retrospective cohort study). A cohort study is the best way to identify incidence and natural history of a disease, and can be used to examine multiple outcomes after a single exposure. However, this type of study is less useful for examination of rare events or those that take a long time to develop. A cohort study should provide specific definitions of exposures and outcomes: determination of both should be as objective as possible. The control group (unexposed) should be similar in all important respects to the exposed, with the exception of not having the exposure. Observational studies, however, rarely achieve such a degree of similarity, so investigators need to measure and control for confounding factors. Reduction of loss to follow-up over time is a challenge, since differential losses to follow-up introduce bias. Variations on the cohort theme include the before-after study and nested case-control study (within a cohort study). Strengths of a cohort study include the ability to calculate incidence rates, relative risks, and 95% CIs. This format is the preferred way of presenting study results, rather than with p values.

The term cohort has military, not medical, roots. A cohort was a 300–600-man unit in the Roman army; ten cohorts formed a legion (figure 1). The etymology of the term provides a useful mnemonic: a cohort study consists of bands or groups of persons marching forward in time from an exposure to one or more outcomes.

This analogy might be helpful, since cohort studies have a bevy of confusing synonyms: incidence, longitudinal, forward-looking, follow-up, concurrent, and prospective study. Although the terminology can seem daunting, the cohort study is easy for clinicians to understand, since it flows in a logical direction (unlike the case-control study). Here, we explain the terminology, describe the strengths and weaknesses of cohort studies, consider several logistical concerns, mention two permutations of cohort studies, and summarise their analysis.

Data collection: forwards and backwards
A cohort study follows-up two or more groups from exposure to outcome. In its simplest form, a cohort study compares the experience of a group exposed to some factor with another group not exposed to the factor. If the former group has a higher or lower frequency of an outcome than the unexposed, then an association between exposure and outcome is evident.

The defining characteristic of all cohort studies is that they track people forward in time from exposure to outcome. Researchers doing this kind of study must, therefore, go forward in time from the present or go back in time to choose their cohorts (figure 2). Either way, a cohort study moves in the same direction, although gathering data might not. For example, an investigator who wants to study the epidemic of multiple births stemming from assisted reproductive technologies could begin a cohort study now. Women exposed to these technologies and a similar group who conceived naturally could be tracked forward through their pregnancies to monitor the frequency of multiple births (a concurrent cohort study). Alternatively, the investigator might use existing medical records and go back in time several years to identify women exposed and not exposed to these technologies. He would then track them forward through records to note the birth outcomes. Again, the study moves from exposure to outcome, though the data collection occurred after the fact.

**Figure 1:** An early cohort in search of favourable outcomes

**Figure 2:** Schematic diagram of concurrent, retrospective, and ambidirectional cohort studies
Yet a third variation exists: ambidirectional.1 As the name implies, data collection goes in both directions. This approach can be useful for exposures that have both short-term and long-term outcomes. In this hypothetical example, assisted reproductive technologies might be associated with multiple births and with ovarian cancer in later life. The investigator might, therefore, look back through records for multiple births and also start to follow-up these women into the future for ovarian cancer occurrence.

Advantages of cohort studies

Cohort studies have many appealing features. They are the best way to ascertain both the incidence and natural history of a disorder.2 The temporal sequence between putative cause and outcome is usually clear: the exposed and unexposed can often be seen to be free of the outcome at the outset. By contrast, this chicken-egg question often frustrates cross-sectional and case-control studies. For example, in a case-control study, patients with chronic widespread pain were more likely to have mental illness than controls.3 Do mood and anxiety disorders increase this risk, or do patients with chronic pain develop mood and anxiety disorders as a result of their disorder?

Cohort studies are useful in investigation of multiple outcomes that might arise after a single exposure. A prototype would be cigarette smoking (the exposure) and stroke, emphysema, oral cancer, and heart disease (the outcomes). Although assessment of many outcomes is often cited as a positive attribute of cohort studies, this feature can be abused. For example, testing the associations between exposure and many outcomes, but only reporting the significant ones, represents misleading science. Investigators should preferably have planned primary and secondary associations to examine (sometimes called hypothesis confirmation). Although investigators can look at other outcomes (hypothesis generation), they should report the findings of all examinations, not just significant ones, so that readers can correctly interpret the results.

The cohort design is also useful in the study of rare exposures: a researcher can often recruit people with uncommon exposures—eg, to ionising radiation or chemicals—in the workplace. A hospital or factory might provide a large number of individuals with the exposure of interest, which would be rare in the general population. Since the investigator does not assign exposure, no ethical concerns arise.

Cohort studies also reduce the risk of survivor bias.4 Diseases that are rapidly fatal are difficult to study because of this factor. For example, a hospital-based case-control study of the link between snow-shovelling and myocardial infarction would miss all those who died in the driveway. A cohort study would be a less biased (but more cumbersome) approach: compare rates of myocardial infarction among those who shovelled and those who do not shovel. Finally, cohort studies allow calculation of incidence rates, relative risks, and confidence intervals.5 Other outcome measures in cohort studies include life-table rates, survival curves, and hazard ratios (panel 1).6,9–10 By contrast, case-control studies cannot provide incidence rates; at best, odds ratios approximate relative risks only when the outcome is uncommon.

Disadvantages of cohort studies

Cohort studies have important limitations too. Selection bias is built into cohort studies. For example, in a cohort study investigating effects of jogging on cardiovascular disease, those who choose to jog probably differ in other important ways (such as diet and smoking) from those who do not exercise.11 In theory, both groups should be the same in all important respects, except for the exposure of interest (jogging), but this seldom occurs. The cohort design is not optimum for rare diseases—eg, scleroderma—or those that take a long time to develop—eg, cancer. However, several large (and thus expensive) cohort studies have made landmark contributions to our knowledge of uncommon diseases. Examples include the Royal College of General Practitioners’ Oral Contraceptive Study,12 the Framingham Heart Study,13 the Nurses Health Study,14 and the British Physicians’ Study.15

Loss to follow-up can be a difficulty, even at 1 month, and particularly so with longitudinal studies that continue for decades. Differential losses to follow-up between those exposed and unexposed can bias results. Over time, the exposure status of study participants can change. For example, a proportion of women who use oral contraceptives will switch to an intrauterine device, and vice versa.16 Partitioning might be needed to avoid a blurring of exposure, sometimes termed contamination.

What to look for in cohort studies

Who is at risk?

All participants (both exposed and unexposed) in a cohort study must be at risk of developing the outcome.1 For example, since women who have had a tubal sterilisation operation have almost no risk of salpingitis, they should not be included in cohort studies of pelvic inflammatory disease.

Who is exposed?

Cohort studies need a clear, unambiguous definition of the exposure at the outset. This definition sometimes involves quantifying the exposure by degree, rather than just yes or no. For example, the minimum exposure might have to be 14 cigarettes per day or less,19 or 3–6 months of oral contraceptives.19 Definition of exposure levels in this way can result in more than two groups—eg, non-smokers, light smokers, and heavy smokers.19
Who is an appropriate control?
The key notion is that controls (the unexposed) should be similar to the exposed in all important respects, except for the lack of exposure. If so, the unexposed group will reveal the background rate of the outcome in the community.

The unexposed group can come from either internal (persons from the same time and place, such as a hospital ward) or external sources. Internal comparisons are most desirable. In a particular population, individuals segregate by themselves (or through medical interventions) into exposure status—eg, cigarette smoking, occupation, contraception. For example, in a cohort study, 138 patients with HIV-1-associated Kaposi’s sarcoma were divided into two groups: those with oral and those with cutaneous lesions. The presence of oral lesions (the exposure) had a poorer prognosis, with a median survival (the outcome) one-third that of the other group.

If satisfactory internal controls are not available, researchers look elsewhere (sometimes termed a double-cohort study). In a trial of an occupational exposure, finding an adequate number of employees in the factory without the exposure might be difficult. Hence, one might choose workers in a similar factory in the same community. This choice assumes that workers in the other factory have the same baseline risk of the outcome in question, which might not be the case. Even less desirable is use of population norms; disease-specific mortality rates are an example. A researcher might compare lung-cancer death rates among workers in the factory with rates of another community. This choice assumes that workers in the other community have the same baseline risk of the outcome as those who do not (or cannot) work.

Additionally, work reaps economic benefits which might further bias comparisons.

Have outcomes been assessed equally?
Outcomes must be defined in advance; they should be clear, specific, and measurable. Identification of outcomes should be comparable in every way for the exposed and unexposed to avoid information bias. Failure to define objective outcomes leads to uninterpretable results. This challenge relates not only to subjective syndromes such as Gulf War syndrome, chronic fatigue, and premenstrual, but also to more mundane health problems such as endometritis. Just how tender must a uterus be? Keeping those who judge outcomes unaware of the exposure status is crucial. Failure to do so will bias results. For example, a uterus that is judged tender to touch will reveal the exposure group believing their outcome is worse than it really is.

The participant’s family doctor might also be helpful. Their disappearance from the cohort would make the new antibiotic look better than it is. The best way of dealing with loss to follow-up is to avoid it. For example, restrict participation to only those judged likely to complete the study. Additionally, several safeguards are customary. Obtaining the names of several family members or friends who do not live with the respondent is often helpful at the start of such studies. The participant’s family doctor might also be helpful. Should the respondent move, these contacts would probably know their new address. Motor vehicle registration records can be useful too. Furthermore, national vital statistics registries, such as the National Death Index in the USA, facilitate follow-up. Participants can be offered financial compensation for their time lost from work as a result of the study. Diligent tracking of participants is hard work, and might require hiring personnel for this task alone.

Reporting cohort studies
Many researchers who do cohort studies report their findings in an unsatisfactory way (panel 2). An investigator’s first challenge is to convince the editor (then readers) that the exposed and unexposed groups were indeed similar in all important respects, except for the exposure. The first table in reports of cohort studies customarily provides demographic and other prognostic factors for both groups with hypothesis testing (p values) to show the likelihood that observed differences could be due to chance.

For dichotomous outcome measures, such as sick or well, the investigator should provide raw data sufficient for the reader to confirm the results. For cumulative incidence, the investigator should calculate the proportion who developed the outcome during the specified study interval. For incidence rates, the value is expressed per unit of time. Then, relative risks and confidence intervals should be provided. Use of p values should not replace interval estimation (relative risks with confidence intervals). The key notion is that controls (the unexposed) should be similar to the exposed in all important respects, except for the lack of exposure. If so, the unexposed group will reveal the background rate of the outcome in the community.

The unexposed group can come from either internal (persons from the same time and place, such as a hospital ward) or external sources. Internal comparisons are most desirable. In a particular population, individuals segregate by themselves (or through medical interventions) into exposure status—eg, cigarette smoking, occupation, contraception. For example, in a cohort study, 138 patients with HIV-1-associated Kaposi’s sarcoma were divided into two groups: those with oral and those with cutaneous lesions. The presence of oral lesions (the exposure) had a poorer prognosis, with a median survival (the outcome) one-third that of the other group.

If satisfactory internal controls are not available, researchers look elsewhere (sometimes termed a double-cohort study). In a trial of an occupational exposure, finding an adequate number of employees in the factory without the exposure might be difficult. Hence, one might choose workers in a similar factory in the same community. This choice assumes that workers in the other factory have the same baseline risk of the outcome in question, which might not be the case. Even less desirable is use of population norms; disease-specific mortality rates are an example. A researcher might compare lung-cancer death rates among workers in the factory with rates of another community. This choice assumes that workers in the other community have the same baseline risk of the outcome as those who do not (or cannot) work.

Additionally, work reaps economic benefits which might further bias comparisons.

Have outcomes been assessed equally?
Outcomes must be defined in advance; they should be clear, specific, and measurable. Identification of outcomes should be comparable in every way for the exposed and unexposed to avoid information bias. Failure to define objective outcomes leads to uninterpretable results. This challenge relates not only to subjective syndromes such as Gulf War syndrome, chronic fatigue, and premenstrual, but also to more mundane health problems such as endometritis. Just how tender must a uterus be? Keeping those who judge outcomes unaware of the exposure status is crucial. Failure to do so will bias results. For example, a uterus that is judged tender to touch will reveal the exposure group believing their outcome is worse than it really is. The participant’s family doctor might also be helpful. Their disappearance from the cohort would make the new antibiotic look better than it is. The best way of dealing with loss to follow-up is to avoid it. For example, restrict participation to only those judged likely to complete the study. Additionally, several safeguards are customary. Obtaining the names of several family members or friends who do not live with the respondent is often helpful at the start of such studies. The participant’s family doctor might also be helpful. Should the respondent move, these contacts would probably know their new address. Motor vehicle registration records can be useful too. Furthermore, national vital statistics registries, such as the National Death Index in the USA, facilitate follow-up. Participants can be offered financial compensation for their time lost from work as a result of the study. Diligent tracking of participants is hard work, and might require hiring personnel for this task alone.

Reporting cohort studies
Many researchers who do cohort studies report their findings in an unsatisfactory way (panel 2). An investigator’s first challenge is to convince the editor (then readers) that the exposed and unexposed groups were indeed similar in all important respects, except for the exposure. The first table in reports of cohort studies customarily provides demographic and other prognostic factors for both groups with hypothesis testing (p values) to show the likelihood that observed differences could be due to chance.

For dichotomous outcome measures, such as sick or well, the investigator should provide raw data sufficient for the reader to confirm the results. For cumulative incidence, the investigator should calculate the proportion who developed the outcome during the specified study interval. For incidence rates, the value is expressed per unit of time. Then, relative risks and confidence intervals should be provided. Use of p values should not replace interval estimation (relative risks with confidence intervals).
intervals" and should only be used as supplemental information.18

Like other observational studies, cohort studies have built-in bias. Investigators should identify potential biases in their data and show how these might have affected results. Whenever possible, confounding should be controlled for in the analysis. These techniques are discussed in an earlier essay in this series.31

**Variations on the cohort theme**

**Before-after studies**

Before-after studies (time series) have important limitations. Here, an investigator takes a measurement, exposes participants to an intervention (often a drug), repeats the measurements, then compares them. First, regression to the mean is often ignored. If admission to the cohort includes extreme measurements, such as high laboratory values, then lower mean values will arise at follow-up, irrespective of treatment.31 Second, secular trends, such as seasonal changes in the frequency of pneumonia, can affect results. Third, washout periods are often needed to avoid a carryover effect of drugs given during the initial observation period.18

**Nested case-control studies**

Cohort studies sometimes spawn other studies. One of the most frequent is the nested case-control study.19,31 1. Why would an investigator carve out a case-control study in the midst of a cohort study? The answer often involves body fluids and a freezer. Some exposure or predictor variables are simply too expensive to determine on everyone in a study. A sophisticated blood test is the prototype. A clever way to skirt this financial obstacle is to do a cohort study that will yield a sufficient number of cases. All participants entering the cohort study have a tube of blood drawn at enrolment; serum is frozen until the study’s conclusion. All those in the cohort study who develop the outcome of interest now become the cases for the nested study. The investigator then chooses a random sample of all participants who did not develop the outcome (controls). Next, the blood test is done on serum from only the cases and controls, not the whole group of exposed and unexposed. In this way, the laboratory cost is minimised while assuring that the exposure—eg, a positive laboratory test—was present before development of the outcome. Controls are generally matched to cases by important characteristics, such as age and sex.18

A nested case-control study, for example, examined the potential relation between body concentrations of organochlorines and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma. The blood samples were obtained on entry to a large cohort study started in Maryland, USA, in 1974. Blood samples were eventually analysed for only 74 individuals with the diagnosis and estimation of incidence.19

**Conclusion**

Cohort studies are common in medical research. Like other research designs, they entail important trade-offs. Readers should make sure that investigators provide clear, specific, and measurable definitions of exposures and outcomes. The unexposed group should resemble the exposed group in all important respects, and determination of outcomes should be objective and, whenever possible, blinded. Results for dichotomous outcomes should be provided as rates, relative risks, and confidence intervals, which offer more information than do p values. Reports of cohort studies should identify and describe the potential effect of biases. Importantly, investigators should measure and control for potential confounding.

We thank Willard Cates and David L Sackett for their helpful comments on an earlier version of this report. Much of this material stems from our 15 years of teaching the Berlex Foundation Faculty Development Course.
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Uses of error

The error cascade

Neil Gittoes

Having just been appointed consultant physician, I found myself reflecting on my career and realising that I could at last stand alone and that finally the buck stops with me. There was a time that I wished it didn’t. I was a medical senior house officer when I saw an elderly man who described a subacute onset of breathlessness and a dry cough. He had trouble speaking and was using his accessory muscles. He had initially received standard nebulised treatment for exacerbated chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, although his chest radiograph showed a small pneumothorax on the left. After conferring with senior colleagues, I inserted a chest drain on the left, and verified its position with a second radiograph. In the middle of the night the house officer saw the patient with worsening shortness of breath and surgical emphysema. He pushed the tube in further, but an hour later the arrest team were called because the patient had developed extreme respiratory distress and had become cyanosed. They thought that he had developed a contralateral pneumothorax and proceeded to insert a chest drain on the right. Arriving on the ward the following morning, I was horrified to find my patient with bilateral chest drains and surgical emphysema from head to scrotum. However, at least he was alive. Chest radiographs and computed tomography showed bilateral pneumothoraces with both drains embedded deeply within the lung parenchyma, just short of the mediastinum on the right, and abutting the left ventricle on the left. I inserted bilateral anterior drains and cautiously removed the lateral ones. After a few days the right-sided pneumothorax resolved, although the left side needed surgical correction. He was finally discharged, and on reviewing the radiographs it was apparent that I had inserted the original drain where there was a small area of pleural adhesion. The two pleural surfaces remained contiguous, and the drain entered the lung parenchyma. The subsequent errors of management turned the situation rapidly into a life-threatening predicament.
Epidemiologists benefit greatly from having case-control study designs in their research armamentarium. Case-control studies can yield important scientific findings with relatively little time, money, and effort compared with other study designs. This seemingly quick road to research results entices many newly trained epidemiologists. Indeed, investigators implement case-control studies more frequently than any other analytical epidemiological study. Unfortunately, case-control designs also tend to be more susceptible to biases than other comparative studies. Although easier to do, they are also easier to do wrong. Five main notions guide investigators who do, or readers who assess, case-control studies. First, investigators must explicitly define the criteria for diagnosis of a case and any eligibility criteria used for selection. Second, controls should come from the same population as the cases, and their selection should be independent of the exposures of interest. Third, investigators should blind the data gatherers to the case or control status of participants or, if impossible, at least blind them to the main hypothesis of the study. Fourth, data gatherers need to be thoroughly trained to elicit exposure in a similar manner from cases and controls; they should use memory aids to facilitate and balance recall between cases and controls. Finally, investigators should address confounding in case-control studies, either in the design stage or with analytical techniques. Devotion of meticulous attention to these points enhances the validity of the results and bolsters the reader’s confidence in the findings.

Case-control studies contribute greatly to the research toolbox of an epidemiologist. They embody the strengths and weaknesses of observational epidemiology. Moreover, epidemiologists use them to study a huge variety of associations. To show this variety, we searched PubMed for topics investigated with case-control studies (panel 1). We identified diverse diseases and exposures, with outcomes ranging from earthquake deaths to racehorse injuries, and exposures ranging from pickled vegetables to pig farming.

The strength of case-control studies can be appreciated in early research done by investigators hoping to understand the cause of AIDS. Case-control studies identified risk groups—eg, homosexual men, intravenous drug users, and blood-transfusion recipients—and risk factors—eg, multiple sex partners, receptive anal intercourse in homosexual men, and not using condoms—for AIDS. Based on such studies, blood banks restricted high-risk individuals from donating blood, and educational programmes began to promote safer behaviours. As a result of these precautions, the speed of transmission of HIV-1 was greatly reduced, even before the virus had been identified.

By comparison with other study types, case-control studies can yield important findings in a relatively short time, and with relatively little money and effort. This apparently quick road to research results entices many newly trained epidemiologists. However, case-control studies tend to be more susceptible to biases than other analytical, epidemiological designs. A notable friend of ours (David L Sackett, personal communication) told us that he would trust only six people in the world to do a proper case-control study. And, in his book, Rothman comments that: “because it need not be extremely expensive nor time-consuming to conduct a case-control study, many studies have been conducted by would-be investigators who lack even a rudimentary appreciation for epidemiologic principles. Occasionally such haphazard research can produce fruitful or even extremely important results, but often the results are wrong because basic research principles have been violated.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cat ownership in childhood</td>
<td>Schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, or bipolar disorder¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body-mass index</td>
<td>Pancreatic cancer²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical disability</td>
<td>Earthquake mortality³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histus hernia</td>
<td>Reflux oesophagitis⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hair dyes</td>
<td>Connective tissue disorders⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of shingles</td>
<td>Systemic lupus erythematosus⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pig farming</td>
<td>Nipah virus infection⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghee (clarified butter) applied to umbilical cord stump</td>
<td>Neonatal tetanus⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pickled vegetable consumption</td>
<td>Oesophageal cancer⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turf running surface</td>
<td>Musculoskeletal injury in thoroughbred racehorses¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital rectal exam</td>
<td>Metastatic prostate cancer¹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statins for lipid lowering</td>
<td>Dementia¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paracetamol use</td>
<td>Ovarian cancer¹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyto-oestrogens</td>
<td>Breast cancer¹⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhead mirror at intersections</td>
<td>Forklift collision injuries¹⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male condom use</td>
<td>Genital warts¹⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity</td>
<td>Ovarian cancer¹⁷</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigmoidoscopy screening</td>
<td>Colon cancer¹⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large doses of folate and iron in pregnancy</td>
<td>Microcephaly¹⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influenza vaccination</td>
<td>Recurrent myocardial infarction²⁰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Basic case-control study design

Case-control designs might seem easy to understand, but many clinicians stumble over them. Because this type of study runs backwards by comparison with most other studies, it often confuses researchers and readers alike. In cohort studies, for example, study groups are defined by exposure. In case-control studies, however, study groups are defined by outcome (figure). To study the association between smoking and lung cancer, therefore, people with lung cancer are enrolled to form the case group, and people without lung cancer are identified as controls. Researchers then look back in time to ascertain each person’s exposure status (smoking history), hence the retrospective nature of this study design. Investigators compare the frequency of smoking exposure in the case group with that in the control group, and calculate a measure of association.21–23

Unlike cohort studies, case-control studies cannot yield incidence rates.24 Instead, they provide an odds ratio, derived from the proportion of individuals exposed in each of the case and control groups. When the incidence rate of a particular outcome in the population of interest is low (usually under 5% in both the exposed and unexposed groups)21 the odds ratio from a case-control study is a good estimate of relative risk.21,23

Advantages and disadvantages

Epidemiologists often tout case-control studies as the most efficient design in terms of time, money, and effort. This recommendation makes sense when the incidence rate of an outcome is low, since in a cohort design the researchers would have to follow up many individuals to identify one with the outcome. Case-control studies are also efficient in the investigation of diseases that have a long latency period—eg, cancer—in which instance a cohort study would involve many years of follow-up before the outcome became evident.

However, cohort studies can be more efficient than case-control studies. If the frequency of exposure is low, for example, case-control studies quickly become inefficient. Researchers would have to examine many cases and controls to find one who had been exposed. For instance, a case-control study of oral contraceptive use and transmission of HIV-1 would be impractical in parts of Africa because of the rarity of use of oral contraceptives. As a rule of thumb, cohort designs are more efficient in settings in which the incidence of outcome is higher than the prevalence of exposure.

Finally, many methodological issues affect the validity of the results of case-control studies, and two factors—ie, choosing a control group and obtaining exposure history—can greatly affect a study’s vulnerability to bias.

Selection of case and control groups

Case group

All the cases from a population could, theoretically, be included as participants in a case-control study. For practical reasons, however, only a sample is frequently studied.25 Investigators should, therefore, state how the sample was selected, providing a clear definition of the outcome being studied including, for example, clinical symptoms, laboratory results, and diagnostic methods used. Furthermore, researchers should detail eligibility criteria used for selection, such as age range and location (clinic, hospital, population-based). Finally, they should gather data preferably from incident (new) rather than prevalent (both old and new) cases;25 since diagnostic patterns change over time, recent diagnoses are likely to be more consistent than those obtained from different periods.

Control group

The control group provides the background proportion of exposure expected in the case group. Controls should, therefore, be free of the disease (outcome) being studied, but should be representative of those individuals who would have been selected as cases had they developed the disease. In other words, controls should represent the population at risk of becoming cases.

Selection of controls must be independent of the exposure being investigated. Artistic licence enters the study design at this point, sometimes for the better and, unfortunately, sometimes for the worse. When investigators consider potential control groups, they must anticipate all the potential biases that could arise, making this task one of the hardest in epidemiology.

Suppose investigators selected individuals with myocardial infarction from the cardiology ward of a large, city hospital as controls. However, patients without infarction from the emergency medicine ward of the same hospital might be selected as controls. Bias might result. The cardiology ward is used as a referral centre for the entire state, whereas the emergency medicine department primarily serves only the city. Unfortunately, the exposure history for patients from the city would not usually accurately reflect that of patients statewide. For example, the exposure of interest—in this example, a new blood pressure drug—might not be available to patients in outlying areas of the state but be commonly prescribed in the city. In this example, therefore, either the controls should be chosen from the entire state, like the cases, or the investigators should exclude all individuals who lived outside the local community served by the emergency medicine ward. Moreover, controls should be selected independent of exposure. Assume that this new antihypertensive drug causes drowsiness and slows reaction time. Such side-effects might lead to automobile accidents, with injured
drivers entering the emergency medicine department. Thus, the investigator’s control group would include an abnormally high proportion of individuals exposed to the new antihypertensive, a biased comparison with the case group.

Another hypothetical example could be a case-control study of whether non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) prevent colorectal cancer. The study measures previous NSAID use by patients admitted to hospital with (cases) and without (controls) colorectal cancer. If the control group came from the rheumatology service, then the study would be biased, since individuals with arthritis use NSAIDs more often than do the general population from which the cases were chosen. Such a high level of NSAID use in controls would result in a spuriously low risk (odds ratio) calculation. Alternatively, if the control group came from the gastroenterology service, where many ulcer patients had been advised by their doctors to avoid NSAIDs, then that control group might yield a low level of NSAID use and a spuriously high risk (odds ratio) calculation. In other words, if investigators do not select control groups independent of exposure, biases in either direction might result (panel 2).

An early case-control study in AIDS serves as a good example of how inappropriate controls can result in biased findings. 26 In this instance, the researchers compared cases of AIDS diagnosed in San Francisco, CA, USA, between 1983 and 1984 with two HIV-uninfected control groups. One control group included individuals who attended a clinic for sexually transmitted diseases (STD), and the other included people identified from the neighbourhoods of the cases. The investigators compared the risk of AIDS in individuals with more than 100 sexual partners with that in people with no to five sexual partners. The resulting odds ratios were 2.9 with STD clinic controls, but 52.0 with neighbourhood controls. The magnitude of this difference shows the potential for huge biases due to selection of improper control groups. In this study, controls from the STD clinic proved inappropriate, since their selection was not independent of exposure (more than 100 sexual partners). Acquisition of STDs is associated with number of sexual partners, thus these controls generated a highly biased odds ratio estimate.

Investigators can reduce selection bias by minimising judgement in the selection process. For example, if the case group included all affected individuals in a specified geographic region, then the control group could be chosen at random from the general population of the same area. The study measures previous NSAID use by patients admitted to hospital with (cases) and without (controls) colorectal cancer. If the control group came from the rheumatology service, then the study would be biased, since individuals with arthritis use NSAIDs more often than do the general population from which the cases were chosen. Such a high level of NSAID use in controls would result in a spuriously low risk (odds ratio) calculation. Alternatively, if the control group came from the gastroenterology service, where many ulcer patients had been advised by their doctors to avoid NSAIDs, then that control group might yield a low level of NSAID use and a spuriously high risk (odds ratio) calculation. In other words, if investigators do not select control groups independent of exposure, biases in either direction might result (panel 2).

In a Swedish study, 28 investigators examined the potential link between induced abortion and later development of breast cancer. They gathered information about exposure (previous abortion) from cases and controls by means of personal interviews and by looking through national medical records. When interviewed, fewer controls admitted to having had an abortion than was evident in vital statistics. This discrepancy did not arise among cases. Differential recall between cases and controls led to a biased estimate of risk.

Bias from data gatherers presents further difficulties. If the individuals gathering information know the case or control status of the participants they can elicit information differently, again leading to potential information bias. A data gatherer might delve more deeply into a case’s background than a control’s to obtain a hypothesised exposure. When possible, data gatherers—eg, interviewers—should be unaware of the case or control status of the respondents. When blinding is not possible, investigators should keep the main hypothesis from the data gatherers. Furthermore, researchers should train data gatherers to elicit information similarly for cases and controls. Obtaining exposure information from records, as
a solution to information bias, rarely suffices, since such information does not always exist, and, if it does, is usually insufficient to control adequately for confounding factors in the analysis. 22,23

Investigators who do case-control studies must be aware of the potential for information bias. They should address it in their study design and describe in their report approaches used to avoid such bias. Memory aids, such as photographs, diaries, and calendars can help participants remember exposures. For example, in the case-control study of oral contraceptives, 27 the investigators used an album with colour photographs of every oral contraceptive marketed over the preceding decades and a blank calendar grid to help recall major life events and contraceptive use.

Those colour photographs stimulated memories, both in cases and controls, to past exposure use, and thus reduced recall bias. Reports of case-control studies that do not detail use of memory aids, &c, should make readers sceptical.

Control for confounding

Case-control studies need to address confounding bias. 22,23,24 This type of bias can be dealt with in the design phase by restriction or matching, but researchers generally prefer to handle it in the analysis phase with analytical techniques such as logistic regression or stratification with Mantel-Haenszel approaches. 22,23,24 If this second approach is used, investigators should plan carefully in advance what potentially confounding variables to obtain data for; irrespective of the analytical approach used, researchers cannot control for a variable for which they have no data. Moreover, invalid measurement of potential confounding factors leads to residual confounding, even after adjustment. 22

Conclusion

Case-control studies that are well designed and carefully done can provide useful and reliable results. Investigators must, however, devote meticulous attention to the selection of control groups and to measurement of exposure information. Awareness of these key elements should help readers to identify the strengths and weaknesses of a properly reported study. Accurate and thorough description of methods by investigators will result in reader confidence in their results.

We thank Willard Cates and David I Sackert for their helpful comments on an earlier version of this report. Much of this material stems from our 15 years of teaching the Berlex Foundation Faculty Development Course.
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Generation of allocation sequences in randomised trials: chance, not choice

Kenneth F Schulz, David A Grimes

The randomised controlled trial sets the gold standard of clinical research. However, randomisation persists as perhaps the least-understood aspect of a trial. Moreover, anything short of proper randomisation courts selection and confounding biases. Researchers should spurn all systematic, non-random methods of allocation. Trial participants should be assigned to comparison groups based on a random process. Simple (unrestricted) randomisation, analogous to repeated fair coin-tossing, is the most basic of sequence generation approaches. Furthermore, no other approach, irrespective of its complexity and sophistication, surpasses simple randomisation for prevention of bias. Investigators should, therefore, use this method more often than they do, and readers should expect and accept disparities in group sizes. Several other complicated restricted randomisation procedures limit the likelihood of undesirable sample size imbalances in the intervention groups. The most frequently used restricted sequence generation procedure is blocked randomisation. If this method is used, investigators should randomly vary the block sizes and use larger block sizes, particularly in an unblinded trial. Other restricted procedures, such as urn randomisation, combine beneficial attributes of simple and restricted randomisation by preserving most of the unpredictability while achieving some balance. The effectiveness of stratified randomisation depends on use of a restricted randomisation approach to balance the allocation sequences for each stratum. Generation of a proper randomisation sequence takes little time and effort but affords big rewards in scientific accuracy and credibility. Investigators should devote appropriate resources to the generation of properly randomised trials and reporting their methods clearly.

Panel 1: History of randomised controlled trials
The controlled trial gained increasing recognition during the 20th century as the best approach for assessment of health care and prevention alternatives. R A Fisher2 developed randomisation as a basic principle of experimental design in the 1920s, and used the technique predominantly in agricultural research. The successful adaptation of randomised controlled trials to health care took place in the late 1940s, largely because of the advocacy and developmental work of Sir Austin Bradford Hill (figure) while at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine.3 His efforts culminated in the first experimental4 and published5 use of random numbers to allocate trial participants. Soon after, randomisation emerged as crucial in securing unbiased comparison groups.
random sequence. 

reports did not specify the method used to generate a suggested by our findings, since 63% (129 of 206) of the methods are probably used much more frequently than claimed that they had randomly assigned participants by confounding biases seep into trials. 

Without properly done randomisation, selection and however, resembles quasipregnant, in that they both elude researchers report the use of systematic allocation, among those who recruit participants to the trial. If it results in previous knowledge of treatment assignment, allocation usually precludes adequate concealment, since systematic methods do not result in allocation concealment. By definition, systematic allocation concealment. In such instances, researchers should also discuss the degree of potential selection and information biases, allowing readers to properly judge the results in view of the non-random nature of the study and its biases.

Method of generation of an allocation sequence

To minimise bias, participants in a trial should be assigned to comparison groups based on some chance (random) process. Investigators use many different methods of randomisation, the most predominant of which are described.

Simple (unrestricted) randomisation

Elementary yet elegant describes simple randomisation (panel 3). Although the most basic of allocation approaches, analogous to repeated fair coin-tossing, this method preserves complete unpredictability of each intervention assignment. No other allocation generation approach, irrespective of its complexity and sophistication, surpasses the unpredictability and bias prevention of simple randomisation.

The unpredictability of simple randomisation, however, can also be a disadvantage. With small sample sizes, simple randomisation (one-to-one allocation ratio) can yield highly disparate sample sizes in the groups by chance alone. For example, with a total sample size of 20, about 10% of the sequences generated with simple randomisation would yield a ratio imbalance of three to seven or worse. This difficulty is diminished as the total sample size grows. Probability theory ensures that in the long term, the sizes of the treatment groups will not be greatly imbalanced. For a two-arm trial, the chance of pronounced imbalance becomes negligible with trial sizes greater than 200. However, interim analyses with sample sizes of less than 200 might result in disparate group sizes.

Cointossing, dice-throwing, and dealing previously shuffled cards represent reasonable approaches for generation of simple complete randomisation sequences. All these manual methods of drawing lots theoretically lead to random allocation schemes, but frequently become non-random in practice. Distorted notions of randomisation view approaches antithetical to randomisation, such as assignment to intervention groups based on preintervention tests, as quasirandom. Quasirandom, however, resembles quasipregnant, in that they both elude investigators assigned treatments by a non-random scheme.

It facilitates blinding (masking) of the identity of treatments from investigators, participants, and assessors, including the possible use of a placebo Such manoeuvres reduce bias after random assignment, and would be difficult, perhaps even impossible, to implement if investigators assigned treatments by a non-random scheme.

It permits the use of probability theory to express the likelihood that any difference in outcome between treatment groups merely indicates chance

Ignoring ignorance of the randomisation process. We place more credence in the findings of such a study if the authors accurately report it as non-randomised and explain how they controlled for confounding factors. In such instances, researchers should also discuss the degree of potential selection and information biases, allowing readers to properly judge the results in view of the non-random nature of the study and its biases.

Panel 2: Benefits of randomisation

Proper implementation of a randomisation mechanism affords at least three major advantages:

It eliminates bias in treatment assignment Comparisons of different forms of health interventions can be misleading unless investigators take precautions to ensure that their trial comprises unbiased comparison groups relative to prognosis. In controlled trials of prevention or treatment, randomisation produces unbiased comparison groups by avoiding selection and confounding biases. Consequently, comparison groups are not prejudiced by selection of particular patients, whether consciously or not, to receive a specific intervention. The notion of avoiding bias includes eliminating it from decisions on entry of participants to the trial, as well as eliminating bias from the assignment of participants to treatment, once entered. Investigators need to properly register each participant immediately on identification of eligibility for the trial, but without knowledge of the assignment. The reduction of selection and confounding biases underpins the most important strength of randomisation. Randomisation prevails as the best study design for study of small or moderate effects. 

It facilitates blinding (masking) of the identity of treatments from investigators, participants, and assessors, including the possible use of a placebo Such manoeuvres reduce bias after random assignment, and would be difficult, perhaps even impossible, to implement if investigators assigned treatments by a non-random scheme.

It permits the use of probability theory to express the likelihood that any difference in outcome between treatment groups merely indicates chance

Panel 3: Simple randomisation

An almost infinite number of methods can be used to generate a simple randomisation sequence based on a random-number table. For example, for equal allocation to two groups, generate the randomisation sequence based on a random-number table. For example, for equal allocation to two groups, determine the sequence to read the table: up, down, left, right, or diagonal. Then select an arbitrary starting point—in this case, first line, 7th number:

56 99 20 20 52 49 05 78 88 50 62 86 52 11 88 31 60 26 13 68 74 80 71 48 73 72 18 60 58 20 55 96 06 67 02 . . .

For equal allocation, an investigator could equate odd and even numbers to interventions A and B, respectively.

Therefore, a series of random numbers 05, 78, 58, 50, 62, 86, 52, 11, 88, 31, .&, & represent allocation to intervention A, B, B, B, B, B, A, B, A, &c. Alternatively, 00–49 could equate to A and 50–99 to B, or numbers 00–09 to A and 10–19 to B, ignoring all numbers greater than 19. Any of a myriad of options suffice, provided the assignment probabilities and the investigator adhere to the predetermined scheme.
sabotage the best of intentions. Fair coin-tossing, for example, allocates randomly with equal probability to two intervention groups, but can tempt investigators to alter the results of a toss or series of tosses—eg, when a series of heads and no tails are thrown. Many investigators do not really understand probability theory, and they perceive randomness as non-random. For example, the late Chicago baseball announcer Jack Brickhouse used to claim that when a 0·250 hitter (someone who would have a successful hit a quarter of the time) strolled to the plate for the fourth time, having failed the previous three times, that the batsman was “due”—ie, that the hitter would surely get a hit. However, Jack’s proclamation “he is due” portrayed a non-random interpretation of randomness. Similarly, a couple who have three boys and want a girl often think that their fourth child will certainly be a girl, yet the probability of them actually having a girl is still about 50%.

A colleague regularly demonstrated distorted views of randomisation with his graduate school class. He would have half his class develop allocation schemes with a proper randomisation method, and get the other half to develop randomisation schemes based on their personal views of randomisation. The students who used a truly random method would frequently have long consecutive runs of one treatment or the other. Conversely, students who used their own judgment would not. Class after class revealed their distorted impressions of randomisation.

Moreover, manual methods of drawing lots are more difficult to implement and cannot be checked. Because of threats to randomness, difficulties in implementation, and lack of an audit trail, we recommend that investigators avoid use of coin-tossing, dice-throwing, or card-shuffling, despite them being acceptable methods. Whatever method is used, however, should be clearly indicated in a researcher’s report. If no such description is made, readers should treat the study results with caution. Readers should have the most confidence in a sequence generation approach if the authors mention referral to either a table of random numbers or a computer random number generator, since these options represent unpredictable, reliable, easy, reproducible approaches that provide an audit trail.

**Restricted randomisation**

Restricted randomisation procedures control the probability of obtaining an allocation sequence with an undesirable sample size imbalance in the intervention groups. In other words, if researchers want treatment groups of equal sizes, they should use restricted randomisation.

**Blocking**

Balanced (restricted) randomisation strives for unbiased comparison groups, but also strives for comparison groups of about the same size throughout the trial. That attribute becomes helpful when investigators plan interim analyses. The use of simple randomisation might, upon occasion, produce quite disparate sample sizes at early interim analyses. Blocking obviates that problem.

The most frequently used method of achieving balanced randomisation is by random permuted blocks (blocking). For example, with a block size of six, of every six consecutively enrolled participants, three will normally be allocated to one treatment group and three to the other. However, the simple randomisation might, upon occasion, produce a block size of six with a two-to-one ratio assigns four to one treatment group and two to the other in each block. This method can easily be extended to more than two treatments.

With blocking, the block size can remain fixed throughout the trial or be randomly varied. Indeed, if blocked randomisation is used in a trial that is not double-blinded, the block size should be randomly varied to reduce the chances of the assignment schedule being seen by those responsible for recruitment of participants. If the block size is fixed, especially if small (six participants or less), the block size could be deciphered from a not double-blinded trial. With treatment allocations becoming known after assignment, a sequence can be discerned from the pattern of past assignments. Some future assignments could then be accurately anticipated, and selection bias introduced, irrespective of the effectiveness of allocation concealment. Longer block sizes—eg, ten or 20—rather than smaller block sizes—four or six—and random variation of block sizes help preserve unpredictability.

Investigators who do randomised controlled trials frequently use blocking. Those who report simply that they blocked, however, should make readers sceptical. Researchers should explicitly report having used blocking, the allocation ratio (usually one-to-one), the random method of selection (for example, random number table or computer random number generator), and the block size (or sizes if randomly varied).

**Random allocation rule**

The random allocation rule is the simplest form of restriction. For a particular total sample size, it ensures equal sizes only at the end of the trial. Usually, investigators identify a total sample size and then randomly choose a subset of that sample to assign to group A; the remainder are assigned to group B. For example, for a total study size of 200, placing 100 group A balls and 100 group B balls in a hat and drawing them randomly without replacement symbolises the random allocation rule. The sequence generation would randomly order 100 group A and 100 group B assignments. This method represents one large permuted-block for the entire study, which means that balance would usually only arise at the end of the trial and not throughout.

The random allocation rule maintains many of the positive attributes of simple complete randomisation, especially for statistical analysis, but is more likely to yield a chance covariate imbalance (chance confounding). It is noteworthy that this difference becomes trivial with larger sample sizes. Moreover, unpredictability suffers compared with simple complete randomisation. Particularly in a non-double-blinded trial, scope exists for introduction of selection bias through guessing of assignments (especially toward the end of the trial), but obviously not at the level of permuted-block randomisation with small block sizes.

Investigators sometimes apply the random allocation rule by the restricted shuffled approach, which involves identifying the sample size, apportioning a number of specially prepared cards for each treatment according to the allocation ratio, inserting the cards into envelopes, and shuffling them to produce a form of random assignment without replacement. Many investigators probably use this approach, but rarely call it restricted shuffled or the random allocation rule. Instead, they report use of envelopes or shuffling. Indeed, the restricted shuffled approach integrates, and conflates, allocation generation and concealment. Shuffling determines the allocation sequence, which is not optimum. Most importantly, the adequacy of the restricted shuffled approach pivots on proper allocation concealment with envelopes.
Biased coin and urn randomisation

Biased-coin designs achieve much the same objective as blocking but without forcing strict equality.10,26 They therefore preserve most of the unpredictability associated with simple randomisation. Biased-coin designs alter the allocation probability during the course of the trial to rectify imbalances that might be happening (panel 4). Adaptive bias-coin designs, with the urn design being the most widely studied, alter the probability of assignment based on the magnitude of the imbalance.

Biased-coin designs, including the urn design, appear infrequently in reports. They probably should, however, be used more often. Use of a computer is easier and more reliable than actually drawing balls from an urn, just as a computer is easier and more reliable than flipping a coin for simple randomisation. In unblinded trials, in which unpredictability becomes most important and the need for balance precludes simple randomisation, an urn design is especially useful. The unpredictability of urn designs surpasses permuted-block designs, irrespective of fixed or randomly varied block size approaches.25 If readers encounter a biased-coin or urn design, they should consider it a proper sequence generation approach.

Replacement randomisation

Replacement randomisation repeats a simple randomisation allocation scheme until a desired balance is achieved. Trial investigators should establish objective criteria for replacement. For example, for a trial with 300 participants, investigators could specify that they would replace a simple randomisation scheme if the disparity between group sizes exceeds 20. If the first generated group’s disparity exceeds 20, then they would generate an entirely new simple randomisation scheme to replace the first attempt and check it against their objective criteria for disparity. They would iterate until they have a simple randomisation scheme that meets their criteria. Although replacement randomisation seems somewhat arbitrary, it is adequate as long as it is implemented before the trial begins. Moreover, it is easy to implement, ensures reasonable balance, and yields unpredictability. The main limitation of replacement randomisation is that it cannot ensure balance throughout the trial for interim analyses. Though rarely used, this approach emerged as the earliest form of restricted randomisation.10,17

Stratified randomisation

Randomisation can create chance imbalances on baseline characteristics of treatment groups.28 Investigators sometimes avert imbalances by use of prerandomisation stratification on important prognostic factors, such as age or disease severity. In such instances, researchers should specify the method of restriction (usually blocking). To reap the benefits of stratification, investigators must use a form of restricted randomisation to generate separate randomisation schedules for stratified subsets of participants defined by the potentially important prognostic factors. Stratification without restriction accomplishes nothing—ie, placebo stratification.

Stratification in trials is methodologically valid and useful, but theoretical and pragmatic issues limit its use to those planning new trials. The added complexity of stratification yields little additional gain in large trials, since randomisation creates balanced groups anyway. Moreover, if imbalance arises, then investigators can statistically adjust on those prognostic variables (preferably preplanned).29,30 Of greatest concern is that the added complexity of stratifying might discourage collaborators from participating in the trial or from entering participants during busy clinics, either of which affects enrolment. Thus, stratification in large trials offers negligible advantages coupled with important, pragmatic disadvantages. Note one important exception, however: stratification by centre in multicentre trials promises some benefit with no added complexity to the trial implementers within each centre. Also, another potential exception arises in large multicentre trials in which investigators use central randomisation for implementation of the sequence. Central randomisation limits the practical disadvantages of stratification and some gains might be realised in centres with smaller sample sizes.

Stratification might be useful in small trials in which it can avert severe imbalances on prognostic factors. It will confer adequate balance (on the stratified factors) and probably slightly more statistical power and precision.17 The gain from stratification becomes minimal, however, once the number of participants per group is more than 50.1 Moreover, stratification can indirectly cause negative effects if investigators seek exact balance within small strata. To achieve that exact balance, investigators often use small, fixed block sizes, which, in turn, hurts unpredictability.

Minimisation incorporates the general notions of stratification and restricted randomisation.11 It can be used to make small groups closely similar with respect to several characteristics. Minimisation in its strictest sense can be viewed as non-random,3 but, if used, we prefer a random component. Minimisation has supporters3,14 and detractors.24 In any case, investigators who use minimisation should shield trial implementers from knowledge of upcoming assignments and other information that might facilitate guessing of upcoming assignments.16

Panel 4: Biased-coin and urn randomisation

Biased-coin approaches alter the allocation probability during the course of the trial to rectify imbalances in group numbers that might be happening. For example, investigators might use simple randomisation with equal probability of assignment—0:50/0:50 in a two-arm trial—as long as the disparity between the numbers assigned to the treatment groups remains below a prespecified limit. If the disparity reaches the limit, then investigators increase the probability of assignment to the group with the least participants—for example 0:60/0:40. Implemented properly, a biased-coin approach can achieve balance while preserving most of the unpredictability associated with simple randomisation.26

Adaptive bias-coin designs, with the urn design being the most widely studied, alter the probability of assignment based on the magnitude of the imbalance.26 The urn design is designated as UD (α, β), with α being the number of blue and green balls initially and β representing the number of balls added to the urn of the opposite colour to the ball chosen (α and β being any reasonable non-negative numbers). For example in UD (2,1), an urn contains two blue balls and two green balls—0:50/0:50 probabilities to begin (α=2). Balls are drawn at random and replaced for treatment assignments: blue for treatment A and green for treatment B. One additional ball (β=1) of the opposite colour to the ball chosen is added to the urn. If a blue ball was chosen first, then two blue balls and three green balls would be in the urn after the first assignment—0:40/0:60 for the next assignment. If another blue was chosen second, then two blue balls and four green balls would be in the urn after the second assignment—0:33/0:67 for the next assignment. That drawing procedure repeats with each assignment. The allocation probabilities fluctuate with the previous assignments.
Separation of generation and implementation

Investigators often neglect, usually unintentionally, one other important element of randomised controlled trial design and reporting. With all approaches, the people who generated the allocation scheme should not be involved in ascertaining eligibility, administering treatment, or assessing outcome. Such an individual would usually have access to the allocation schedule and thus the opportunity to introduce bias. Faults in this trial component might represent a crevice through which bias seeps into trials. Item ten (Implementation) in the CONSORT statement addresses this topic. Researchers should, therefore, state in reports who generated the allocation sequence, who enrolled participants, and who assigned participants. The person generating the allocation mechanism should be different from the person(s) enrolling and assigning. Nevertheless, under some circumstances, an investigator might have to generate the scheme and also enrol or assign. In such instances, the investigator should ensure the unpredictability of the assignment schedule and lock it away from everyone, particularly himself or herself.

Conclusion

Randomised controlled trials set the methodological standard of excellence in medical research. The key word is randomised, which must be done properly. Generation of a randomisation sequence takes little time and effort but affords big rewards in scientific accuracy and credibility. Investigators should devote appropriate resources to doing the generation properly and reporting their methods clearly.

We thank Willard Cates and David L Sackett for their helpful comments on an earlier version of this report. Much of the material stems from our 15 years of teaching the Berlex Foundation Faculty Development Course.
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Allocation concealment in randomised trials: defending against deciphering

Kenneth F Schulz, David A Grimes

Proper randomisation rests on adequate allocation concealment. An allocation concealment process keeps clinicians and participants unaware of upcoming assignments. Without it, even properly developed random allocation sequences can be subverted. Within this concealment process, the crucial unbiased nature of randomised controlled trials collides with their most vexing implementation problems. Proper allocation concealment frequently frustrates clinical inclinations, which annoys those who do the trials. Randomised controlled trials are anathema to clinicians. Many involved with trials will be tempted to decipher assignments, which subverts randomisation. For some implementing a trial, deciphering the allocation scheme might frequently become too great an intellectual challenge to resist. Whether their motives indicate innocent or pernicious intents, such tampering undermines the validity of a trial. Indeed, inadequate allocation concealment leads to exaggerated estimates of treatment effect, on average, but with scope for bias in either direction. Trial investigators will be crafty in any potential efforts to decipher the allocation sequence, so trial designers must be just as clever in their design efforts to prevent deciphering. Investigators must effectively immunise trials against selection and confounding biases with proper allocation concealment. Furthermore, investigators should report baseline comparisons on important prognostic variables. Hypothesis tests of baseline characteristics, however, are superfluous and could be harmful if they lead investigators to suppress reporting any baseline imbalances.

“...The reason that the Medical Research Council’s controlled trial of streptomycin for pulmonary tuberculosis should be regarded as a landmark is thus not, as is often suggested, because random number tables were used to generate the allocation schedule... Rather it is because of the clearly described precautions that were taken to conceal the allocation schedule from those involved in entering patients.”

Generation of an unpredictable randomised allocation sequence represents the first crucial element of randomisation in a randomised controlled trial. Implementation of the sequence, while concealing it at least until patients have been assigned to their groups (allocation concealment), is the important second element, without which, randomisation collapses in a trial. As a direct consequence of randomisation, the first trial in most reports of randomised controlled trials describes the baseline characteristics of the comparison groups. Researchers should describe their trial population and provide baseline comparisons of their groups so that readers can assess their comparability. In this article, we focus on proper approaches to allocation concealment and to reporting of baseline characteristics.

Allocation concealment

Researchers have many misconceptions with respect to allocation concealment. Proper allocation concealment secures strict implementation of a random allocation sequence without foreknowledge of treatment assignments. Allocation concealment refers to the technique used to implement the sequence, not to generate it. Nevertheless, some people discuss allocation concealment with digressions into flipping coins or use of random number tables. Those digressions amount to methodological non-sequiturs; allocation concealment is distinct from sequence generation. Furthermore, some investigators confuse allocation concealment with blinding of treatments.

Without adequate allocation concealment, even random, unpredictable assignment sequences can be undermined. Knowledge of the next assignment could lead to the exclusion of certain patients based on their prognosis because they would have been allocated to the perceived inappropriate group. Moreover, knowledge of the next assignment could lead to direction of some participants to perceived proper groups, which can easily be accomplished by delaying a participant’s entry into the trial until the next appropriate allocation appears. Avoidance of such bias depends on the prevention of foreknowledge of treatment assignment. Allocation concealment shields those who admit participants to a trial from knowing the upcoming assignments. The decision to accept or reject a participant should be made, and informed consent should be obtained, in ignorance of the upcoming assignment.

Importance of allocation concealment

Results of four empirical investigations have shown that trials that used inadequate or unclear allocation concealment, compared with those that used adequate concealment, yielded up to 40% larger estimates of effect. The badly done trials tended to exaggerate treatment effects. Moreover, the worst concealed trials yielded greater heterogeneity in results—the results fluctuated extensively above and below the estimates from better studies. These findings provide empirical evidence that inadequate allocation concealment allows bias to seep into trials.

Indeed, having a randomised (unpredictable) sequence should make little difference without adequate allocation concealment.
allocation concealment. Assume that investigators generate an adequate allocation sequence with a random number table. They then, however, post that sequence on a bulletin board, so that anyone involved in the trial could see the upcoming assignments. Similarly, the allocation sequence could be implemented through placing method indicator cards in translucent envelopes. This inadequate allocation concealment process could be deciphered by simply holding the envelopes to a bright light (figure). With both the bulletin board and the envelopes, those responsible for admitting participants could detect the upcoming treatment assignments and then channel individuals with a better prognosis to the experimental group and those with a poorer prognosis to the control group, or vice versa. Bias could easily be introduced, despite an adequate randomised sequence.7

Researchers should, therefore, ensure both adequate sequence generation and adequate allocation concealment in randomisation schemes.3,4,13 A mistake in either could compromise randomisation, resulting in incorrect results. For example, results of a trial could reveal a large treatment effect that only reflects a biased allocation procedure, or they could reveal no effect when in reality a harmful one prevails. Moreover, the results of such a trial can be more damaging than similar results from an explicitly observational research study.14 Biases are usually assumed and acknowledged in observational studies, and the statistical analysis and eventual interpretation attempt to take those biases into account. Conversely, studies labelled as randomised are frequently assumed to be free of bias, and commonly inadequate reporting masks the deficiencies they might have.5,7

Consequently, the credibility of randomised controlled trials lends support to faster and greater changes in clinical or preventive management, which, if based on a compromised study, squanders scarce health resources, or even worse, harms peoples’ health. Thus, the well-deserved credibility of randomised controlled trials produces an indirect liability. Wrong judgments emanate easily from improperly randomised trials.

Personal accounts of deciphering

Findings of empirical investigations4,10–12 suggest that investigators sometime undermine randomisation, though they rarely document such subversions. Nevertheless, when investigators responded anonymously to queries during epidemiological workshops, many did relate instances in which allocation schemes had been sabotaged.7

The individual accounts of such instances describe a range of simple to intricate operations. Most allocation concealment schemes were deciphered by investigators simply because the methods were inadequate. Investigators admitted, for instance, altering enrolment or allocations to particular study groups after decoding future assignments, which were either posted on a bulletin board or visible through translucent envelopes held up to bright lights. Some also related opening unsealed assignment envelopes, sensing the differential weight of envelopes, or simply opening unnumbered envelopes until they found a desired treatment.

Investigators had a harder time deciphering the better allocation concealment schemes. Nevertheless, eventually someone described circumventing virtually every type of scheme. For example, some physicians took sequentially numbered, opaque, sealed envelopes to the hot light (an intense incandescent bulb) in the radiology department for deciphering of assignments. In studies using central randomisation, trial investigators related ringing the central number and asking for the next several assignments all at once; they received them in at least a couple of circumstances. In trials with sequentially numbered drug containers, someone described deciphering assignments based on the appearance of the container labels. Another had stopped trying to decipher a drug container scheme until she saw an attending physician, late at night, ransacking the office files of the principal investigator for the allocation list. Suggesting her methodological naïveté and innocence, she first thought of the attending physician’s cleverness and not of the probability that such action would bias the trial.

Although investigators theoretically understand the need for unbiased research, they sometimes fail to maintain impartiality once they are involved in a trial. Researchers might want certain patients to benefit from one of the treatments, or the trial results to confirm their beliefs. Thus, certain trial procedures in properly done randomised controlled trials frustrate clinical inclinations, which annoys those doing the trial.15,16

Some scientists aim to deliberately sabotage their results. However, many attempts at decoding the randomisation sequence simply indicate an absence of knowledge of the scientific ramifications of such actions. Furthermore, for some, the deciphering of the allocation scheme might frequently become too great an intellectual challenge to resist. As Oscar Wilde wrote, “The only way to get rid of temptation is to yield to it.” Whether their motives are innocent or not, however, such tampering undermines the validity of a trial. Investigators must recognise the inquisitiveness of human nature and institute methodological safeguards. Proper allocation concealment will deter subversion, in effect, immunising trials against selection and confounding biases.7,5,14,15

To develop a proper allocation scheme takes time, effort, and thought. Investigators cannot simply delegate this task without thoroughly examining the final product. Trial investigators will be crafty in any potential efforts to decipher the allocation sequence, so trial designers must be just as clever in their design efforts to prevent deciphering.
What to look for with allocation concealment

Researchers consider certain approaches to allocation concealment as adequate: sequentially numbered, opaque, sealed envelopes (SNOSE); pharmacy controlled; numbered or coded containers; central randomisation—eg, by telephone to a trials office—or other method whose description contained elements convincing of concealment—eg, a secure computer-assisted method.\(^1\)\(^{18–23}\) These criteria establish minimum methodological standards, yet they are met by only about a quarter of trials.\(^3\),\(^17\) Consequently, in assessment of allocation concealment from published reports, readers will be fortune to find such standards reasonably met (panel 1).\(^6\)\(^{18–23}\) Realistically, however, those minimum standards should be exceeded. If researchers provide descriptions that incorporate not only the minimum standards, but also elements of more rigorous standards, readers can have more confidence that selection and confounding biases have been averted (panel 2).

Methods that use envelopes are more susceptible to manipulation through human ingenuity than other approaches, and are therefore considered a less than ideal method of concealment.\(^2\)\(^{4}\) If investigators use envelopes, they should diligently develop and monitor the allocation process to preserve concealment. In addition to use of sequentially numbered, opaque, sealed envelopes, they should ensure that the envelopes are numbered in advance, opened sequentially, and only after the participant’s name and other details are written on the appropriate envelope.\(^2\)\(^{14}\) We also recommend use of

Panel 1: Descriptions of allocation concealment

* . . . that combined coded numbers with drug allocation. Each block of ten numbers was transmitted from the central office to a person who acted as the randomisation authority in each centre. This individual (a pharmacist or a nurse not involved in care of the trial patients and independent of the site investigator) was responsible for allocation, preparation, and accounting of trial infusion. The trial infusion was prepared at a separate site, then taken to the bedside nurse every 24 h. The nurse infused it into the patient at the appropriate rate. The randomisation schedule was thus concealed from all care providers, ward physicians, and other research personnel.\(^1\)\(^{14}\)

* . . . concealed in sequentially numbered, sealed, opaque envelopes, and kept by the hospital pharmacist of the two centres.\(^1\)\(^{14}\)

* "Treatments were centrally assigned on telephone verification of the correctness of inclusion criteria . . ."\(^1\)\(^{20}\)

* "Glennon Hospital Pharmacy Department did the randomisation, distributed the study agents, and held the trial codes, which were disclosed after the study."\(^1\)\(^{21}\)

* "The various placebo and treatment blocks were then issued with a medication number and assigned to consecutive patients in a sequential order. Two copies of the randomisation list were prepared: one was used by the packaging department, . . . supplied in blister packs containing 20 capsules for morning and evening administration over 10 days. These blister packs were supplied in labeled boxes—ie, one box for each patient and each dose."\(^1\)\(^{22}\)

* "Individuals were randomised by a computer-generated list, which was maintained centrally so no centre knew the treatment allocation of any patient. Marked capsule containers were designated for each patient, with additional containers being available should an increase to 15 mg or 20 mg sibutramine or placebo be prescribed by the centre’s physician."\(^1\)\(^{23}\)

Panel 2: Minimum and expanded criteria for adequate allocation concealment schemes

Minimum description of adequate allocation concealment scheme

Sequentially numbered, opaque, sealed envelopes (SNOSE)

Pharmacy controlled

Central randomisation

Additional descriptive elements that provide greater assurance of allocation concealment

Envelopes are opened sequentially only after participant details are written on the envelope. Pressure-sensitive or carbon paper inside the envelope transfers that information to the assignment card (creates an audit trail). Cardboard or aluminum foil inside the envelope renders the envelope impermeable to intense light. All of the containers were tamper-proof, equal in weight, and similar in appearance. Indications that the researchers developed, or at least validated, a proper randomisation scheme for the pharmacy. Indications that the researchers instructed the pharmacy in proper allocation concealment. The mechanism for contact—eg, telephone, fax, or e-mail—the stringent procedures to ensure enrolment before randomisation, and the thorough training for those individuals staffing the central randomisation office.
containers were tamper-proof, equal in weight, and similar in appearance, and that some audit trail had been established (such as writing the names of participants on the empty bottles or containers) would help readers to assess whether randomisation was likely to have been concealed successfully. Similarly, although central randomisation continues to be an excellent allocation concealment approach, effective trial procedures need to be established and followed. Researchers should at least specify the mechanism for contact—eg, telephone, fax, or e-mail—the stringent procedures to ensure enrolment prior to randomisation, and the thorough training of individuals at the central randomisation office. All these details should be addressed when doing a trial and when writing a trial report.5,11

Other methods might suffice for adequate allocation concealment. Readers should look for descriptions that contain elements convincing of concealment. For example, a secure computer-assisted method might enable allocation concealment by preservation of assignments until enrolment is assured and confirmed. Indeed, automated assignment systems are likely to become more common.5,12 However, a simple computer system that merely stores assignments or naïvely shields assignments could turn out to be as transparent as tacking a randomisation list to a bulletin board. In describing an allocation concealment mechanism, investigators should display knowledge of the rationale behind allocation concealment and how their method met the standards.

Researchers frequently fail to report even the barest of descriptions of allocation concealment, preventing readers from assessing randomised controlled trials. The mechanism used to allocate interventions was omitted in reports of 93% of trials in dermatology,28 89% of trials in rheumatoid arthritis,48 48% of trials in obstetrics and gynecology journals,3 and 45% of trials in general medical journals.31 Fortunately, the situation is improving, since more medical journals are adopting reporting standards to sound trials.

Although randomisation eliminates systematic bias, it does not necessarily produce perfectly balanced groups with respect to prognostic factors. Differences due to chance remain in the intervention groups—ie, chance maldistribution. Statistical tests, however, account for these chance differences. The process of randomisation underlies significance testing and is independent of prognostic factors, known and unknown.31

Nevertheless, researchers should present distributions of baseline characteristics by treatment group in a table (table). Such information describes the hypothetical populations.32 Furthermore, it allows physicians to infer the results to particular patients.5

A table of baseline characteristics also allows readers to compare the trial groups at baseline on important demographic and clinical characteristics. The common, inappropriate use of hypothesis tests—eg, p values in the tables—to compare characteristics concerns us, however.12,13,24 Such tests assess the probability that differences observed could have happened by chance. In properly randomised trials, however, any observed differences have, by definition, occurred by chance. “Such a procedure is clearly absurd,” as Altman states.34

Hypothesis tests on baseline characteristics might not only be unnecessary but also harmful. Researchers who use hypothesis tests to compare baseline characteristics report fewer significant results than expected by chance.12,33 One plausible explanation for this discrepancy is that some investigators might have decided not to report significant differences, believing that by withholding that information they would increase the credibility of their reports. Not only are hypothesis tests superfluous, but they can be harmful if they indirectly lead investigators to suppress reporting baseline imbalances.

What to look for with baseline characteristics

Investigators should report baseline comparisons on important prognostic variables. Readers should look for comparisons based on consideration of the prognostic strength of the variables measured and the magnitude of any chance imbalances that have occurred, rather than statistical significance tests at baseline.12 A table provides an efficient format of presenting baseline characteristics (table). Researchers should present continuous variables, such as age and weight, with an average and a measure of variability; usually a mean and standard deviation. If the data distribute asymmetrically, however, a median and a percentile range—ie, interquartile range—would provide better descriptions. Variability should not be described by standard errors and confidence intervals, since they are inferential rather than descriptive statistics.7 Numbers and proportions should be reported for categorical variables.3

In the analysis, the statistical tests on the outcomes account for any chance imbalances. Nevertheless, controlling for chance imbalances, if properly planned and done, might produce a more precise result.3 Researchers should present any adjusted analyses and describe how and why they decided to adjust for certain covariates.

Conclusion

Proper randomisation remains the only way to avoid selection and confounding biases. The crucial unbiased nature of randomised controlled trials paradoxically coincides with their most vexing implementation problems. Randomised controlled trials antagonise human beings by frustrating their clinical inclinations. Thus, many involved with trials will be tempted to undermine randomisation, if afforded the opportunity to decipher assignments. To minimise the effect of this human tendency, trialists must devote meticulous attention to concealment of allocation schemes. Proper randomisation hinges on adequate allocation concealment.

We thank Willard Cates and David I. Sackett for their helpful comments on an earlier version of this report. Much of this material stems from our 15 years of teaching the Berlex Foundation Faculty Development Course.
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Blinding in randomised trials: hiding who got what

Kenneth F Schulz, David A Grimes

Blinding embodies a rich history spanning over two centuries. Most researchers worldwide understand blinding terminology, but confusion lurks beyond a general comprehension. Terms such as single blind, double blind, and triple blind mean different things to different people. Moreover, many medical researchers confuse blinding with allocation concealment. Such confusion indicates misunderstandings of both. The term blinding refers to keeping trial participants, investigators (usually health-care providers), or assessors (those collecting outcome data) unaware of the assigned intervention, so that they will not be influenced by that knowledge. Blinding usually reduces differential assessment of outcomes (information bias), but can also improve compliance and retention of trial participants while reducing biased supplemental care or treatment (sometimes called co-intervention). Many investigators and readers naively consider a randomised trial as high quality simply because it is double blind, as if double-blinding is the sine qua non of a randomised controlled trial. Although double blinding (blinding investigators, participants, and outcome assessors) indicates a strong design, trials that are not double blinded should not automatically be deemed inferior. Rather than solely relying on terminology like double blinding, researchers should explicitly state who was blinded, and how. We recommend placing greater credence in results when investigators at least blind outcome assessments, except with objective outcomes, such as death, which leave little room for bias. If investigators properly report their blinding efforts, readers can judge them. Unfortunately, many articles do not contain proper reporting. If an article claims blinding without any accompanying clarification, readers should remain sceptical about its effect on bias reduction.

The rich history of blinding in clinical trials spans a couple of centuries. Most researchers worldwide appreciate its meaning. Unfortunately, beyond that general appreciation lurks confusion. Terms such as single-blind, double-blind, and triple-blind mean different things to different people. Moreover, many medical researchers confuse the term blinding with allocation concealment. The fact that such confusion arises suggests that both terms are misunderstood. Clear theoretical and practical differences separate the two. Blinding prevents ascertainment bias and protects the sequence after allocation. By contrast, researchers use methods of allocation concealment primarily to prevent selection bias and to protect an assignment sequence before and until allocation. Furthermore, in some trials, blinding cannot be successfully implemented, whereas allocation concealment can always be successfully implemented.

Blinding represents an important, distinct aspect of randomised controlled trials. The term blinding refers to keeping trial participants, investigators (usually health-care providers), or assessors (those collecting outcome data) unaware of an assigned intervention, so that they are not influenced by that knowledge. Blinding prevents bias at several stages of a trial, although its relevance varies according to circumstance. Although initial forays into blinding might have used a blindfold, the processes have now become much more elaborate. In this article, we focus on the attributes and benefits of blinding.

Potential effects of blinding

If participants are not blinded, knowledge of group assignment can affect responses to the intervention received. Participants who know that they have been assigned to a group who will receive a new treatment might harbour favourable expectations or increased apprehension. Those assigned to standard treatment, however, might feel deprived or relieved. Despite evidence to suggest that new treatments are as likely to be worse as they are to be better than standard treatments, participants probably assume that new treatments will be better than standard treatments—new means improved. In any case, knowledge of the intervention received, and perceptions of that treatment, can affect the psychological or physical responses of the participants. Knowledge of treatment allocation can also affect compliance and retention of trial participants (panel 1).

Blinding investigators—those who contribute to a broadly defined trial team including, but not limited to, trial designers, participant enrolers, randomisation implementors, health-care providers, intervention counsellors, and routine data collectors—is also important. Investigators especially pertinent to blinding include health-care providers (such as an attending physician or nurse) and intervention counsellors—eg, someone who delivers a behavioural prevention message—who might interact with the participants throughout the trial. If investigators are not blinded, their attitudes for or against an intervention can be directly transferred to participants. Their inclinations could also be manifested in differential use of ancillary interventions of supplemental care or treatment (co-interventions), differential decisions to withdraw participants from a trial, or differential adjustments to the medication dose (panel 1). Investigators might also encourage or discourage continuation in a trial on the basis of knowledge of the intervention group assignment.

Perhaps most importantly, blinding helps to reduce differential assessment of outcomes (often called information or ascertainment bias) (panel 1). For example, if outcome assessors who know of the treatment allocation believe a new intervention is better than an old
Panel 1: Potential benefits accruing dependent on those individuals successfully blinded

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individuals blinded</th>
<th>Potential benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Less likely to have biased psychological or physical responses to intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>More likely to comply with trial regimens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less likely to seek additional adjunct interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less likely to leave trial without providing outcome data, leading to lost to follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assesors</td>
<td>Less likely to have biases affect their outcome assessments, especially with subjective outcomes of interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assesors</td>
<td>Less likely to differentially adjust dose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less likely to differentially withdraw participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less likely to differntially encourage or discourage participants to continue trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trial investigators</td>
<td>Less likely to transfer their inclinations or attitudes to participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less likely to differentially administer co-interventions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

one they could register more generous responses to that intervention. Indeed, in a placebo-controlled trial in patients with multiple sclerosis the unblinded, but not the blinded, neurologists’ assessments showed an apparent benefit of the intervention.

Subjective outcomes—eg, pain scores—present great opportunities for bias. Furthermore, some outcomes judged objective can be fraught with subjectivity, for example, salpingitis. In general, though, blinding becomes less important to reduce observer bias as the outcomes become less subjective, since objective (hard) outcomes leave little opportunity for bias. Knowledge of the intervention would not greatly affect measurement of a hard outcome, such as death.

**Lexicon of blinding**

Non-blinded (open or open label) denotes trials in which everyone involved knows who has received which interventions throughout the trial. Blinding (masking) indicates that knowledge of the intervention assignments is hidden from participants, trial investigators, or assessors.

The terminology single blind usually means that one of the three categories of individuals (normally participant rather than investigator) remains unaware of intervention assignments throughout the trial. A single-blind trial might also, confusingly, mean that the participant and investigator both know the intervention, but that the assessor remains unaware of it.

In a double-blind trial, participants, investigators, and assessors usually all remain unaware of the intervention assignments throughout the trial. In view of the fact that three groups are kept ignorant, the terminology double blind is sometimes misleading. In medical research, however, an investigator frequently also assesses, so in this instance the terminology accurately refers to two categories.

Triple blind usually means a double-blind trial that also maintains a blind data analysis. Some investigators, however, denote trials as triple-blind if investigators and assessors are distinct people and both, as well as participants, remain unaware of assignments. Investigators rarely use quadruple blind, but those that do use the term to denote blinding of participants, investigators, assessors, and data analysts. Thus, quintuple blind must mean that the allocation schedule has been lost and nobody knows anything. Contrary to Mae West’s claim that “too much of a good thing can be wonderful”, such is not always the case in blinding.

Confused terminology of single, double, and triple blinding permeates the literature, with physicians, textbooks, and journal articles all offering different interpretations and definitions. Not only do investigators not define double-blind trials consistently, in particular, but they make matters worse by frequently failing to report their definitions clearly in their articles. Building on the original blindfolding efforts, and the once common double blindfold terminology, we further obfuscate by offering additional definitions of single and double blinding (figure 1). More seriously, when we use double-blind or its derivatives in this article, we mean that steps have been taken to blind participants, investigators, and assessors to group assignments. In reporting randomised controlled trials, we urge researchers to explicitly state what steps they took to keep whom blinded.

Sparse reporting on blinding, however, is common. Many investigators neglect to report whether or not their trial was blinded. For example, reports of 51% of 506 trials in cystic fibrosis, 33% of 196 trials in rheumatoid arthritis, and 38% of 68 trials in dermatology did not state whether blinding was used. When researchers have reported their study as double-blind, they frequently have not provided much further clarification. For example, of 31 double-blind trials in obstetrics and gynecology, only 14 (45%) reports indicated the similarity of the treatment and control regimens (for example, appearance, taste, administration) and only 5 (16%) provided statements to indicate that blinding was successful.

**Masking or blinding**

Some people prefer the term masking to blinding to describe the same procedure. Masking might be more appropriate in trials that involve participants who have impaired vision, and could be less confusing in trials in which blindness is an outcome. Blinding, however, conveys a strong bias prevention message. Apparently, blinding terminology emerged when Benjamin Franklin and colleagues actually blindfolded participants to shield them from knowledge in their assessments of the
therapeutic claims made for Mesmerism. The imagery of blindfolding, a total covering of the eyes, conveys stronger bias prevention than masking, where eye holes could permit viewing (figure 2). Blinding also suggests a more secure procedure to some. The International Conference on Harmonization (ICH) guidance, for example, primarily uses blinding terminology. (The ICH is an intensive tripartite collaboration between regulatory authorities in Europe, Japan, and the USA to develop common guidelines for the design, implementation, and reporting of clinical trials). We prefer blinding because it has a long history, maintains worldwide recognition, creates strong imagery, and permeates the ICH guidelines.

Placebos and blinding

Interventions (treatments) sometimes have no effect on the outcomes being studied. When an ineffective intervention is administered to participants in the context of a well-designed randomised controlled trial, however, beneficial effects on participants’ attitudes sometimes occur, which in turn affect outcomes. Researchers refer to this phenomena as the placebo effect. A placebo refers to a pharmaceutically inactive agent that investigators administer to participants in the control group of a trial. The use of a placebo control group balances the placebo effect in the treatment group, allowing for independent assessment of the treatment effect. Although placebos can have a psychological effect, they are administered to participants in a trial because they are otherwise inactive. An active placebo is a placebo with properties that mimic the symptoms or side-effects—eg, dry mouth, sweating—that might otherwise reveal the identity of the (pharmacologically) active test treatment. Most researchers agree that placebos should be administered, whenever possible, to controls when assessing the effects of a proposed new treatment for a condition for which no effective treatment already exists. Indeed, blinding frequently necessitates the use of placebos.

However, a proven effective standard treatment, if such exists, is usually given to the control group for comparison against a new treatment. Thus, investigators might compare two active treatment groups without a placebo group. Even then, however, investigators frequently attempt to achieve blinding by use of the double-dummy method, in essence two placebos. For example, for comparison of two agents, one in a blue capsule and the other in a red capsule, the investigators would prepare blue placebo capsules and red placebo capsules. Then both treatment groups would receive a blue and a red capsule, one active and one inactive.

Does blinding prevent bias?

Some investigators, readers, and editors overstate the importance of blinding in prevention of bias. Indeed, some consider a randomised trial as high quality if it is double blind—ie, as if double blinding is the sine qua non of a randomised controlled trial. Unfortunately, scientific life is not that simple. A randomised trial can be methodologically sound and not be double blind or, conversely, double blind and not methodologically sound. Lasagna captured that notion long ago: “Let us examine the placebo somewhat more critically, however, since it and ‘double blind’ have reached the status of fetishes in our thinking and literature. The Automatic Aura of Respectability, Infallibility, and Scientific Savoir-faire which they possess for many can be easily shown to be undeserved in certain circumstances.” Although double blinding suggests a strong design, it is not the primary indicator of overall trial quality. Moreover, many trials cannot be double blinded. Such trials must, therefore, be judged on overall merit rather than an inapplicable standard based on double blinding.

We do not, however, suggest that blinding is unimportant. Intuitively, blinding should reduce bias, and available evidence supports this impression. Methodological investigations tend to show that double blinding prevents bias but is less important, on average, in prevention of bias than is adequate allocation concealment.

What to look for in descriptions of blinding

In general, if researchers describe a trial as double-blind, readers can assume that they have avoided bias. Empirical evidence lends support to this recommendation. As suggested in the CONSORT guidelines, however, investigators should not use only the single-blind, double-blind, or triple-blind terminology, but should also explicitly state who was blinded, and how. Moreover, if the researchers contend that the trial investigators, participants, and assessors were blinded—ie, double blind—then they should provide information about the mechanism (capsules, tablets, film, &c), similarity of treatment characteristics (appearance, taste, administration), and allocation schedule control—eg, location of the schedule during the trial, when the code was broken for the analysis, and circumstances under which the code could be broken for individual instances. Such additional information can lend support to or undermine claims of double-blinding (panel 2).

If researchers properly report their blinding efforts, readers can judge those efforts. Unfortunately, many articles will not contain proper reporting. If a researcher claims to have done a blinded study, but does not provide accompanying clarification, readers should remain sceptical about its effect on bias reduction. For example, one trial of prophylactic antibiotics claimed to be blinded, but the methods section of the report revealed that little or no blinding occurred.

Ideally, researchers should also relate if blinding was successful. Investigators can theoretically assess the success of blinding by directly asking participants, health-care providers, or outcome assessors which intervention they think was administered (panel 3). In principle, if blinding was successful, these individuals should not be able to do better than chance when guessing the intervention, for example. In practice, however, blinding might be totally successful, but participants, health-care providers, and outcome assessors might nevertheless guess the intervention because of ancillary information. Disproportionate levels of adverse side-effects might
provide strong hints as to the intervention. Irrespective of painstaking efforts to do double-blinded trials, some interventions have side-effects that are so recognisable that their occurrence will unavoidably reveal the intervention received to both the participants and the health-care providers.11,12 Even more fundamental than hints from adverse effects are the hints from clinical outcomes. Researchers usually welcome large clinical effects (except perhaps in equivalence trials). If they arise, health-care providers and participants would likely deduce—not always accurately of course—that a participant with a positive outcome received the active (new) intervention rather than control (standard). If indeed the active (new) intervention materialises as helpful (highly desirable) then their deductions would be correct more often than chance guesses.21,22 Irrespective of their suspicions, end-of-trial tests of blindness might actually be tests of hunches for adverse effects or efficacy.23,24

Furthermore, individuals might be reluctant to expose any unblinding efforts by providing accurate responses to the queries—in other words, if they have deciphered group assignments, they might provide responses contrary to their deciphering findings to disguise their actions. That difficulty, along with interpretation difficulties stemming from adverse side-effects and successful clinical outcomes, leads us to question the usefulness of tests of blinding in some circumstances. Investigators should carefully consider the usefulness of assessing the success of their blinding efforts, but if they proceed, should provide the results of any assessments. At the very least, they should report any failure of the blinding procedure, such as non-identical placebo or active preparations. Published reports rarely contain assessments of blinding, but, if provided, readers should sceptically assess the information presented.

Double blinding proves difficult or impossible in many trials. For instance, in general, surgical trials cannot be double blinded. Specifically, a trial that compares degrees of pain associated with sampling blood from the ear or thumb cannot be double-blinded.14 If researchers do not describe their trial as double-blind or the equivalent, it could still be scientifically strong. Apart from assessment of the other methodological aspects of the trial, readers would have to assess how much bias might have ensued due to absence of blinding. Readers should identify if anybody was blinded in the trial and what benefits might have accrued (panel 1). Indeed, blinding of outcome assessors is often possible and advisable, even in open trials.15 For example, lesions can be photographed before and after treatment and assessed by someone not involved in the study.16 We recommend placing greater credence in results when someone unaware of treatment assignments judges outcome measures.

Even that recommendation, however, is not absolute. As noted earlier, some hard outcomes, such as death, leave little room for ascertainment bias. In other words, blinding the assessor to hard outcomes might have little effect.

Conclusion
Blinding embodies a rich history spanning over two centuries. Most researchers worldwide understand blinding terminology, but confusion lurks beyond a general comprehension. Investigators should clearly explicate those blinded and not blinded in their trial, rather than only labeling their trial as single-blind, double-blind, or triple-blind. Readers should expect such clarity when reading and judging a trial report.

We thank Willard Cates and David L Sackett for their helpful comments on an earlier version of this report. Much of this material stems from our 15 years of teaching the Berlex Foundation Faculty Development Course.
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Proper randomisation means little if investigators cannot include all randomised participants in the primary analysis. Participants might ignore follow-up, leave town, or take aspartame when instructed to take aspirin. Exclusions before randomisation do not bias the treatment comparison, but they can hurt generalisability. Eligibility criteria for a trial should be clear, specific, and applied before randomisation. Readers should assess whether any of the criteria make the trial sample atypical or unrepresentative of the people in which they are interested. In principle, assessment of exclusions after randomisation is simple: none are allowed. For the primary analysis, all participants enrolled should be included and analysed as part of the original group assigned (an intent-to-treat analysis). In reality, however, losses frequently occur. Investigators should, therefore, commit adequate resources to develop and implement procedures to maximise retention of participants. Moreover, researchers should provide clear, explicit information on the progress of all randomised participants through the trial by use of, for instance, a trial profile. Investigators can also do secondary analyses on, for instance, per-protocol or as-treated participants. Such analyses should be described as secondary and non-randomised comparisons. Mishandling of exclusions causes serious methodological difficulties. Unfortunately, some explanations for mishandling exclusions intuitively appeal to readers, disguising the seriousness of the issues. Creative mismanagement of exclusions can undermine trial validity.

Exclusions before randomisation

Investigators can exclude participants before randomisation. The eventual randomised treatment comparison will remain unbiased (good internal validity), irrespective of whether researchers have well-founded or whimsical reasons for exclusion of particular individuals. However, exclusions at this stage can hurt extrapolation, the generalisability, of the results (external validity). For most investigations, we therefore recommend that eligibility criteria be kept to a minimum, in the spirit of the large and simple trial.3,4 However, some valid reasons exist for exclusion of certain participants. Individuals could, for example, have a condition for which an intervention is contraindicated, or they could be judged likely to be lost to follow-up. The trial question should guide the approach.5 Sometimes, however, investigators impose so many eligibility criteria that their trial infers to a population of little apparent interest to anyone, and, in addition, recruitment becomes difficult. If investigators exclude too many participants, or the wrong participants, their results might not represent the people of interest, even though the randomised controlled trial might have been meticulously done—ie, the results could be true but potentially irrelevant.

What to look for in exclusions before randomisation

The eligibility criteria should indicate the population to which the investigators wish to infer. When judging the results of a trial, readers should make sure that the eligibility criteria are clear and specific. Most importantly, the criteria should have been applied before randomisation. Readers should also assess whether any of the criteria make the study sample atypical, unrepresentative, or irrelevant to the people of interest. In practice, however, results from a trial will infrequently be totally irrelevant: “most differences between our patients and those in trials tend to be quantitative (they have different ages or social classes or different degrees of risk of the outcome event or of responsiveness to therapy) rather than qualitative (total absence of responsiveness or no risk of the event).” Such qualitative differences in response are rare; thus, trials tend to have rather robust external validity.4

Exclusions after randomisation

Exclusions made after randomisation threaten to bias treatment comparisons. Randomisation itself configures unbiased comparison groups at baseline. Any erosion, however, over the course of the trial from those initially unbiased groups produces bias, unless, of course, that erosion is random, which is unlikely. Consequently, for the primary analysis, methodologists suggest that results for all patients who are randomly assigned should be analysed, and, furthermore, should be analysed as part of the group to which they were initially assigned.5–7 Trialists refer to such an approach as an intent-to-treat analysis. Simply put: once randomised, always analysed as assigned.

Intent-to-treat principles underlie the primary analysis in a randomised controlled trial to avoid biases associated with non-random loss of participants.5–10 Investigators can...
also do secondary analyses, preferably preplanned, based on only those participants, for example, who fully comply with the trial protocol (per protocol) or who receive the treatment irrespective of randomised assignment (on-treatment or as-treated). Secondary analyses are acceptable as long as researchers label them as secondary and non-randomised comparisons. Trouble brews, however, when investigators exclude participants and, in effect, present a secondary, non-randomised comparison as the primary randomised comparison from a trial. In reality, this analysis represents a cohort study masquerading as a randomised controlled trial. Exclusion of participants from an analysis can lead to misleading conclusions (panel 1).

Researchers often do not provide adequate information on excluded participants. Furthermore, in a review of 249 randomised controlled trials published in major general medical journals in 1997, only 2% (five of 249) of reports explicitly stated that all randomly assigned participants were analysed according to the randomised group assignment. About half of the reports (119 of 249) noted an intent-to-treat analysis, but many provided no details to support this claim. Additionally, researchers frequently do not report anything with respect to exclusions. Left in this information void, many readers deduce that certain trials used intent-to-treat principles and had no exclusions. We call this scenario no apparent exclusions. Readers commonly view trials with no apparent exclusions as less biased, when in fact unreported exclusions probably occurred in many of them. Indeed, trials with no apparent exclusions were methodologically weaker than those reporting at least some exclusions. In other words, some of the more biased trials might be mistakenly interpreted as unbiased, and many of the less biased trials as biased; we call this inconsistency the exclusion paradox. Until researchers comprehensively report exclusions after randomisation, readers should be aware of this unsettling irony.

What to look for in exclusions after randomisation

Before we launch into attributes of proper handling of exclusions after randomisation, we should acknowledge the tenuous ground on which any such discussion rests. Reporting on exclusions is poor, with the exclusion paradox misleading readers. Investigators should provide clear, explicit information on the progress through the trial of all randomised participants, and when such information is absent, readers should be sceptical. The flow diagrams specified in the CONSORT statement provide appropriate guidelines.

Optimally, of course, investigators would have no exclusions after randomisation and use an intent-to-treat analysis. Assessment of exclusions after randomisation is simple: none are allowed. All participants enrolled should be analysed as part of the original group assigned. Clinical research is not normally that simple, but the principle holds. One pragmatic hint for minimising exclusions after randomisation involves randomly assigning individuals at the last possible moment. If randomisation takes place when the participant is first identified, but before treatment is initiated, then any exclusions arising before treatment still become exclusions after randomisation. Investigators can address this potential difficulty by delaying randomisation until immediately before treatment begins. If investigators report exclusions after randomisation, those exclusions should be carefully scrutinised because they could bias comparisons. Exclusions arise after randomisation for several reasons, including discovery of patient ineligibility, post-randomisation-treatment outcome, deviation from protocol, and losses to follow-up.

Discovery of participant ineligibility

In some trials, participants are enrolled and later discovered not to have met the eligibility criteria. Exclusions at this point could seriously bias the results, since discovery is probably not random. For example, participants least responsive to treatment or who have side-effects might draw more attention and, therefore, might be more likely to be judged ineligible than other study participants. Alternatively, a physician who had treatment preferences for certain participants might withdraw individuals from the trial if they were randomly assigned to what he believes to be the wrong group. Participants discovered to be ineligible should remain in the trial. An exception could be made if establishment of eligibility criteria is difficult. In such instances, investigators could obtain the same information from each patient at time of randomisation and have it centrally.

Panel 1: A randomised controlled trial of sulfinpyrazone versus placebo for prevention of repeat myocardial infarction

For this trial, the researchers reported a primary analysis that compared rates of death from cardiac causes rather than from all cardiac deaths. In their analysis, inappropriate exclusions due to eventual discovery of patient ineligibility caused a problem: the investigators withdrew as ineligible seven patients who had received treatment—six in the treatment group and one in the placebo group—resulting in more patients who died being withdrawn from the treatment group than from the placebo group. Moreover, results of a detailed audit of this trial by the US Food and Drugs Administration (FDA) indicate that additional patients from the placebo group could have been declared ineligible on the basis of similar criteria, but were not. Furthermore, the trial protocol did not mention exclusion of ineligible patients after entry, particularly patients who had died. The researchers also excluded two deaths in the sulfinpyrazone group and one death in the placebo group as non-analysable because of poor compliance. However, the trial protocol did not include plans to exclude patients because of poor compliance. Additionally, the investigators used a 7-day rule. They declared as non-analysable any death of a patient who had not received treatment for at least 7 days or who died more than 7 days after termination of treatment. The FDA review committee did not criticise this practice strongly, principally because the protocol described the 7-day rule, and also because the rule had little overall effect on the results. Overall, these inappropriate exclusions did, however, affect the results of the study. Although the researchers initially reported a 32% reduction (p=0.058) in rates of death from cardiac causes for participants who took the drug, a reanalysis showed a weaker result. When individuals judged ineligible or non-analysable were included in the originally assigned groups, the reduction was only 21% (p=0.16). It is noteworthy that only p values were provided. We urge the use of confidence intervals in reporting results.

Moreover, the fallout from inappropriate exclusions, as ascertained by the FDA, cast doubt over the trial. The FDA advisory committee announced that sulfinpyrazone could not be labelled and advertised as a drug to prevent death in the critical months after a heart attack because, on close examination, the data were not as convincing as they seemed at first glance.
reviewed by an outside source, blinded to the assigned treatment. That source, whether a person or group, could then withdraw patients who did not satisfy the eligibility criteria, presumably in an unbiased way.

**Postrandomisation, pretreatment outcome**

Researchers sometimes report exclusion of participants on the basis of outcomes that happen before treatment has begun or before the treatment could have had an effect. For example, in a clinical trial of a specific drug’s effect on death rates, investigators withdrew as non-analysable data on all patients who died after randomisation but before treatment began or before they had received at least 7 days of treatment. This winnowing seems intuitively attractive, because none of the deaths can then be attributable to treatment. But the same argument could be made for excluding data on all patients in a placebo group who died during the entire study interval, because, theoretically, none of these deaths could have been related to treatment. This example illustrates the potential for capriciousness in addressing postrandomisation, pretreatment outcomes.

Randomisation tends to balance the non-attributable deaths in the long run. Any tinkering after randomisation, even if done in the most scientific and impartial manner, cannot improve upon that attribute, but can hurt it. More importantly, this meddling sometimes serves as a post hoc rationale for inappropriate exclusions.

Post hoc rationalisation arises when investigators observe the results and then frame rules that favour their hypotheses. Assume that an investigator postulates that a drug used for treatment reduced the death rate associated with a particular condition. After analysis of data, however, the investigator notes that 14 deaths in the treatment group and two deaths in the placebo group arose before treatment had begun or before the drug had been taken for at least 7 days. She then rationalises the deaths as unrelated to treatment, and withdraws them from analysis. Such a response would seriously bias her results, even though her reasoning in the report would seem logical.

Imposed a priori, such rules only complicate trial implementation; imposed a posteriori, they lead to biased and invalid results. In assessment of randomised controlled trials, identification of when researchers stipulated rules usually proves impossible. We prefer to find, in reports of randomised controlled trials, that investigators did not allow any withdrawal of participants after randomisation. The data of all randomised patients should be analysed. Planned or unplanned, the exclusion of non-analysable outcomes on grounds of efficiency is systematic and systematic bias.

**Protocol deviations**

Deviations from assigned treatment happen in many trials. Some investigators suggest that participants who deviate substantially from the allotted treatment should be excluded in the final analysis, or should be included only up to the point of deviation. Although this approach seems attractive, it has a serious flaw: “the group which deviates from one protocol and the group which deviates from the other protocol may be so different [. . .] that the treatment comparison in the remaining patients will be severely biased.”

For example, suppose investigators want to know if prophylactic antibiotics reduce febrile morbidity associated with insertion of an intrauterine device (IUD). Investigators randomly allocate participants to receive antibiotics or placebo (figure). Unfortunately, 25% of the patients in the antibiotic group deviate from the protocol and do not take their antibiotics. In effect, these deviates receive the same treatment—that is, nothing—as the placebo group. Should the investigators exclude them from analysis? Alternatively, should investigators merge them with the placebo group and compare them with the compliant patients in the antibiotic group who adhered to the protocol? Some investigators opt for one of these speciously attractive options.

For the primary analysis, however, neither option proves acceptable. The two treatment groups would no longer be comparable. The participants who did not take antibiotics might have been in better health or might have better tolerated insertion of the IUD. In either instance, they were probably less susceptible to febrile morbidity. If investigators exclude the deviates, the antibiotic group will contain only the more susceptible: the treatment comparison would be biased. If investigators include the deviates in the placebo group, then not only will those left in the antibiotic group be more susceptible to febrile morbidity, but the placebo group will have been infiltrated with less susceptible patients: the treatment comparison would be even more biased. Those who deviated could be sicker rather than healthier—it does not matter. The point remains that the treatment comparison would be systematically biased.

All protocol deviations should be followed up, and their data should be analysed with the group to which they were originally assigned. In our example, the deviates from the antibiotic group should remain with the antibiotic group. Similarly, any deviates in the placebo group should remain in that group. Despite what happened during the course of the trial, investigators should compare the group randomly allocated to antibiotics with the group allocated...
Loss to follow-up

Losses to follow-up are perhaps the most vexing of the proffered reasons for exclusions after randomisation. Participants might move or might refuse to continue participating in the trial. Participants lost to follow-up could still be included in the analysis if outcome information could be obtained from another source, such as gathering data from a national death registry. Such opportunities, however, rarely arise. Without outcomes from those lost to follow-up, investigators have little choice but to exclude them from the analysis. Any losses damage internal validity, but differential rates of loss among comparison groups cause major damage. Hence, investigators must minimise their losses to follow-up.

Minimisation of loss in some trials exudes difficulties. Investigators should commit adequate attention and resources to develop and implement procedures to minimise losses. For example, investigators might exclude patients before randomisation if deemed likely to be lost to follow-up. Alternatively, they could obtain contact information to locate lost participants or hire special follow-up personnel who visit unresponsive participants, or both.

Some investigators add innovative twists that cultivate high follow-up rates. One approach uses a large number of conveniently placed follow-up clinics. Too often investigators expect participants to visit a single, inconvenient location. Shortening the data collection instrument to a manageable size caters to the participants' wishes and needs. Investigators foster follow-up by not overburdening participants. Such instruments might not only promote higher follow-up rates, but might also engender higher quality data on the main items of interest. Elimination of loss completely could be impossible, but investigators too frequently profess insurmountable difficulties. Many investigators could work harder than they do to obtain higher follow-up rates (panel 2).

What is an acceptable rate of loss to follow-up? Only one answer, 0%, ensures the benefits of randomisation. Obviously, this is unrealistic at times. Some researchers suggest a simple five-and-20 rule of thumb, with fewer than 5% loss probably leading to little bias, greater than 20% loss potentially posing serious threats to validity, and in-between levels leading to intermediate levels of problems. Indeed, in their experience with sensitivity analyses, use of the worst case scenario, they opine, and we agree, that a trial would be unlikely to successfully withstand challenges to its validity with losses of more than 20%. Indeed, some journals refuse to publish trials with losses greater than 20%.

Although the five-and-20 rule is useful, it can oversimplify the problem in situations with infrequent outcomes. Expectations for loss to follow-up depend on various factors, such as the topic examined, the outcome event rate, and the length of follow-up. For example, if researchers examined outcomes during the first day after birth to women delivering in hospitals, we would expect no losses. If the researchers examined use of microbicides by women in Africa (who usually have no phones and sometimes lack street addresses) to prevent HIV-1 transmission over a 1-year follow-up period, however, we would expect perhaps 5–15% loss to follow-up, although hoping for lower. Actually, most investigators have done much worse under such circumstances, but recent exhaustive efforts have yielded loss to follow-up rates of about 1-5%. Another useful general rule of thumb suggests not allowing the loss to follow-up rate to exceed the outcome event rate.

Perhaps more important than the absolute overall loss to follow-up rate is the comparative loss rates in the groups. Researchers should analyse the data for differential rates of loss in the groups. Bias could arise when losses are related to differences in unpleasantness, toxicity, or efficacy of the treatments. In any case, investigators should have recorded and analysed the outcomes from those participants lost, at least up to the point of loss.

Conclusion

Trialists should endeavour to minimise exclusions after randomisation and to do intent-to-treat analyses. They should also follow the CONSORT statement for reporting. The flow diagram (trial profile) helps particularly to track the progress of participants through a trial.

For readers, non-reporting of exclusions results in misinterpretation difficulties, such as the exclusion paradox, which misleads readers about trial quality. Moreover, mishandling of exclusions causes serious methodological difficulties. Unfortunately, some explanations provided in reports for such difficulties intuitively appeal to readers, which disguises the seriousness of the issues. Readers must battle both inadequate reporting and their intuition to discover potential threats to validity.
We thank Willard Cates and David L Sackett for their helpful comments on an earlier version of this report. Much of the material stems from our 15 years of teaching the Berlex Foundation Faculty Development Course.
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Uses of error

No problem

Paolo Gallinaro

25 years ago, I started another orthopaedic night shift on duty. My colleague, finishing his, told me that a young man with a pelvic fracture had been admitted an hour or so earlier. “There is no problem with him”, he said, “his blood pressure is 120/80 mm Hg, and he has an open book pelvis: a fractured anterior ring and slight disruption of the sacroiliac joints. Immediate action did not seem necessary, so I took care of other patients with minor injuries. Only later did I have a look at the “no problem” patient. Although his blood pressure had not changed, he was pale and his extremities were cold. Clearly, he had haemorrhagic shock. I called a general surgeon. He suspected an arterial retroperitoneal bleed, and decided to operate. Opening the large retroperitoneal haematoma just made the bleeding worse—and he found no major source. The patient died. Patients with similar injuries still die as a result of similar mistakes, but we have since changed the management, and prognosis, of closed pelvic fractures by using aggressive fluid resuscitation, stabilisation, and intensive care.

Dipartimento di Traumatologia, Ortopedia e Medicina del Lavoro, Universita’ di Torino, 10126 Torino, Italy (Prof P Gallinaro md)
Unequal group sizes in randomised trials: guarding against guessing

Kenneth F Schulz, David A Grimes

We cringe at the pervasive notion that a randomised trial needs to yield equal sample sizes in the comparison groups. Unfortunately, that conceptual misunderstanding can lead to bias by investigators who force equality, especially if by non-scientific means. In simple, unrestricted, randomised trials (analogous to repeated coin-tossing), the sizes of groups should indicate random variation. In other words, some discrepancy between the numbers in the comparison groups would be expected. The appeal of equal group sizes in a simple randomised controlled trial is cosmetic, not scientific. Moreover, other randomisation schemes, termed restricted randomisation, force equality by departing from simple randomisation. Forcing equal group sizes, however, potentially harms the unpredictability of treatment assignments, especially when using permuted-block randomisation in non-double-blinded trials. Diminished unpredictability can allow bias to creep into a trial. Overall, investigators underuse simple randomisation and overuse fixed-block randomisation. For non-double-blinded trials larger than 200 participants, investigators should use simple randomisation more often and accept moderate disparities in group sizes. Such unpredictability reflects the essence of randomness. We endorse the generation of mildly unequal group sizes and encourage an appreciation of such inequalities. For non-double-blinded randomised controlled trials with a sample size of less than 200 overall or within any principal stratum or subgroup, urn randomisation enhances unpredictability compared with blocking. A simpler alternative, our mixed randomisation approach, attains unpredictability within the context of the currently understood simple randomisation and permuted-block methods. Simple randomisation contributes the unpredictability whereas permuted-block randomisation contributes the balance, but avoids the perfect balance that can result in selection bias.

A tantalising phone call begins, “I have just read a report of a randomised trial, and I found problems!” All too often, however, the discussion proceeds with: “Look at that difference in sample sizes in the groups—they are not equal. I am suspicious of this trial.” Or in planning a trial, “What can we do to end up with equal sample sizes?” Indeed, large disparities in sample sizes not explained by chance should cause concern, but many researchers look askance at a trial with any disparity. We cringe at this seemingly ubiquitous notion that a randomised trial needs to yield equal sample sizes. Somehow such a notion seems imbedded in many a medical researcher’s psyche.

Such conceptual misunderstanding deters prevention of bias in trials. Exactly equal sample sizes in a randomised controlled trial contribute little to statistical power and potentially harm unpredictability, especially in non-double-blinded trials that use permuted-block randomisation. Unpredictability reflects the essence of randomisation because those involved cannot predict the next treatment assignment. With unpredictability comes bias.

Greater unpredictability emanates from randomisation schemes that depart from simple, unrestricted randomisation. Such departures are termed restricted randomisation schemes. They constrain treatment assignment schedules to yield similar, or, most frequently, equal group sizes throughout the trial, assuming the most common desired allocation ratio of one-to-one. The restricted randomisation schemes all sacrifice unpredictability, but that increased predictability primarily surfaces in non-double-blinded trials that use permuted-blocks (panel 1).

Trialsists rely on the security of unpredictability. In the past, we suggested cultivation of a tolerance for groups of unequal sample sizes in simple randomised trials. We now suggest cultivation of a tolerance for groups of unequal sizes in restricted randomisation trials as well.

Forcing cosmetic credibility

Studies reported as randomised yield equal sample sizes in the comparison groups more frequently than expected. In simple, unrestricted randomised controlled trials (analogous to repeated coin-tossing), the relative sizes of comparison groups should indicate random variation. In other words, some discrepancy between the numbers in the comparison groups would be expected. However, analyses of reports of trials in general and specialist medical journals showed that researchers too frequently reported equal sample sizes of the comparison groups (defined as exactly equal or as equal as possible in view of an odd number total sample size). In the specialist journals, the disparity of sample sizes in the comparison groups deviated from expected (p<0.001) and produced equal group sizes in 54% of the simple randomised (unrestricted) trials. This result was higher than that in blocked trials (36%), and blocked trials aspire for equality. Moreover, results of a similar analysis of the dermatology literature showed that an even higher 71% of simple randomised trials reported essentially equal group sizes.

Why would investigators seek equal or similar sample sizes in comparison groups? We feel many investigators strive for equal sample sizes as an end in itself. The lure of the so-called cosmetic credibility of equal sizes seems apparent. Sadly, that cosmetic credibility also appeals to readers. Striving for equal sample sizes with simple randomisation, however, reflects a methodological non sequitur.

The high proportion of equal group sizes noted above represent pronounced aberrations from chance occurrences and suggest non-random manipulations of assignments to force equality. Other logical explanations seem plausible, but probably do not account for the degree of aberration...
Predictability in clinical trials breeds bias. If trial investigators identify or predict upcoming allocation assignments, they can instill selection bias. In assessment of eligibility, they could exclude a participant destined for, in their opinion, the wrong group. Moreover, various manoeuvres allow them to channel participants with a better prognosis to the experimental group and those with a poorer prognosis to the control group, or vice versa.\textsuperscript{5,11} Irrespective of the reasons for doing so, experimenters bias the comparison. Clinicians might revere predictability in caring for patients, but they must understand that predictability spawns bias in clinical trials.

Trial investigators can guess the next assignments by subverting the allocation concealment mechanism—eg, by holding translucent envelopes to a light bulb.\textsuperscript{4} However, proper allocation concealment usually prevents this.\textsuperscript{5} Alternatively, with permuted-block randomisation, trial investigators can sometimes predict the next assignments by noting a pattern of past assignments.\textsuperscript{3,5} For example, in a non-double-blinded trial with a block size of four, if a trial investigator notes that the sample size in the two groups equilibrates after every four participants, then many future assignments can be predicted. For example, if the sequence ABA materialises in a block of four, B would necessarily be the next assignment, or if the sequence BB materialises, AA would be the next two assignments.

In non-double-blinded trials, all intervention allocations become known after assignment, even with proper allocation concealment. Thus, if a pattern to the allocation sequence exists, the trial investigator can discern it and predict some future assignments. However, if no pattern exists, or if the pattern is indiscernible, the allocation sequence is unpredictable. Therefore, knowledge of past assignments would not help in prediction of future assignments. Unpredictability is essential in non-double-blinded randomised trials.

Proper allocation concealment before assignment and proper blinding of all involved in the trial after assignment shields knowledge of past assignments and thereby prevents prediction of future assignments. Proper blinding diminishes the need for unpredictability. Even in supposedly blinded trials, however, blinding after assignment is not always successful. If trial investigators perceive quickly developing, clinically obvious side-effects that reveal the intervention assigned, for instance, blinding might not prevent predictions.

Unequal group sizes in restricted trials

The method of restricted randomisation is used to balance sample sizes. That balance usually enhances statistical power and addresses any time trends that might exist in treatment efficacy and outcome measurement during the course of a trial.\textsuperscript{11,12} Moreover, restricted randomisation within strata becomes essential for investigators to attain the benefits of stratification.\textsuperscript{13} Thus, reasonable scientific justification lends support to restriction.

For restriction to be effective, however, it need not yield exactly equal sample sizes. The power of a trial is not sensitive to slight deviations from equality of the sample sizes.\textsuperscript{1} Thus, restricted approaches that produce similar sizes would yield power, time trend, and stratification benefits much the same as those restricted randomisation approaches that produce equal sizes.

Equal sample sizes, however, can have negative consequences. The predominant restricted randomisation method is random permuted-blocks (blocking). Such an approach effectively attains the goals of equal sample sizes in the comparison groups overall (and, if stratified, within strata). Moreover, the method generates equal sample sizes after every block. With that attribute, however, comes the disadvantage of unpredictability.\textsuperscript{5,11}

Predictability, particularly, becomes a major weakness in a non-double-blinded trial. We define a double-blinded trial as one in which the treatment is hidden from participants, investigators, and outcome assessors. In virtually all non-double-blinded trials, some investigators become aware of the treatment. Thus, even with adequate allocation concealment, treatment assignments become known after assignment. With that information, trial investigators can unravel the fixed block size (presumably the organisers initially shielded all block size information from them) and then anticipate when equality of the sample sizes will arise (panel 1). A sequence can be discerned from the pattern of past assignments and then some future assignments could be accurately anticipated. Hence selection bias could seep in, irrespective of the effectiveness of allocation concealment.\textsuperscript{4,5} The same difficulty to a lesser degree might be true in a double-blinded trial in which obvious, perceptible side-effects materialise quickly.

Randomised controlled trials become prone to unravelling of block sizes when the block size remains fixed throughout the trial, especially if the block size is small—eg, six or fewer participants. Hence, if investigators use blocked randomisation, they should randomly vary the block size to lower the chances of an assignment schedule being inferred by those responsible for recruitment and assignment.\textsuperscript{11,12} Random block sizes, however, are no panacea. Even with random variation of block sizes, blocking still generates equal sample sizes many times throughout a trial. Indeed, based on a modification of a model that measures inherent unpredictability of intervention assignments with certainty, random block sizes, at best, decrease but do not eliminate the potential for selection bias.\textsuperscript{11} In other words, random block sizes help to reduce, but in some instances might not eliminate, selection bias. Permuted-block randomisation, even with random block sizes, presents trial recruiters with opportunities to anticipate some assignments.

Alternatives in non-double-blinded trials

For non-double-blinded randomised controlled trials with an overall sample size of more than 200 (an average sample size of 100 in two groups) and within each planned subgroup or stratum, we recommend simple randomisation.\textsuperscript{11,12} It provides perfect unpredictability thereby eliminating that aspect of selection bias due to the generation of the allocation sequence. Moreover, simple randomisation also provides the least probability for chance bias of all the generation procedures,\textsuperscript{1} and it enables valid use of virtually all standard statistical software. With sample sizes greater than 200, simple randomisation normally yields only mild disparities in sample sizes between groups. The cut-off of 200, however, is merely an overall guideline. Individual investigators might want to judge their particular acceptable levels of disparity.\textsuperscript{11} Another caveat centres on potential interim analyses done on sample sizes of less than 200—ie, before investigators reach total sample size. Greater
relative disparities in treatment group sizes could materialise in those instances, although we feel those costs are more than offset by the gains in unpredictability from simple randomisation.

For non-double-blinded randomised controlled trials with a sample size of less than 200 overall or within any principal stratum or subgroup of a stratified trial, we recommend a restricted randomisation procedure. The urn design functions especially well to promote balance without forcing it. It tends to balance more in the important early stages of a trial and then approach simple randomisation as the trial size increases. This attribute becomes useful with uncertain overall trial sizes, or more likely, uncertain stratum sizes in a stratified trial. It also proves useful in trials that might be ended due to sequential monitoring of treatment effects. Urn designs usually have adequate balancing properties while still being less susceptible to selection bias than permuted-block designs.

With these desirable properties come caveats. Some statisticians recommend use of permutation tests with urn randomisation designs. Permutation tests are assumption-free statistical tests of the equality of treatments. Unfortunately, they are usually not available for urn designs in standard statistical software. That adds analytical complexity for researchers and statisticians. However, if no major time trends on the outcome variables exist, use of standard statistical analyses from widely available software on trials that use urn randomisation would normally yield similar results to permutation tests. Moreover, with standard statistical analyses, investigators can easily obtain confidence intervals for common measures of effect.

Surprisingly, urn randomisation or other forms of biased-coin designs appear infrequently in reports. Perhaps another impediment to widespread uptake pertains to the conceptual complexities of urn randomisation; it is more difficult to understand than simple or permuted-block randomisation. Whatever the reasons, urn designs languish in obscurity.

Mixed randomisation

Researchers should have an unpredictable approach to use in non-double-blinded trials until they feel comfortable with urn randomisation or other approaches that enhance unpredictability. We have attempted to identify an approach that builds on the existing knowledge in clinical epidemiology. We propose a restricted randomisation method that should approach the unpredictability of urn randomisation overall while exceeding its unpredictability for small sample sizes, but without its real and perceived complexities. Our proposed approach promotes balance, but not the perfect balance that we feel can lead to predictability and selection bias.

Our solution mixes simple randomisation with permuted-block randomisation. Simple randomisation contributes the unpredictability to the approach whereas permuted-block randomisation contributes the balance. Our mixed approach begins with an uneven block generated by a replacement randomisation procedure (panels 2 and 3). Then, in its simplest form, standard permuted blocks of varying size follow. The replacement randomisation sequence would establish inequality initially and make any anticipation of assignments improbable throughout the remainder of the trial.

Replacement randomisation is basically simple randomisation, with a slight twist. Since investigators should aim for an uneven block, they would select a prespecified inequality in the sample sizes of the allocated groups. Then they would prepare an allocation sequence by simple randomisation, and check the disparity in sample sizes against their prespecified inequality. If the disparity in sample sizes meets or exceeds their prespecified disparity, then that simple randomisation allocation sequence suffices for the first uneven block. If not, then a whole new simple randomisation list is generated to replace the previous one. They would iterate until a simple randomisation sequence meets or exceeds their prespecified disparity (panel 2). The block size of the first uneven block could be odd or even overall and could be of most any total size, although we conceive of it usually falling in the range of five to 16.

Our basic approach creates an initial imbalance in a trial. Replacement randomisation represents just one approach to creating it. Another choice might be to select from random imbalanced permuted blocks or several variations on that...

Panel 2: Mixed randomisation steps

**Step 1: Generate one uneven block by replacement randomisation for the first participants**

A. Identify block size for the first uneven block. The block size can be odd or even and of any reasonable size, but usually in the range of five to 16.

B. Select a prespecified inequality in the sample sizes of the allocated groups for the first uneven block.

C. Generate a simple randomisation sequence (eg, with a table of random numbers or a computer random number generator).

D. Inspect resultant sequence of assignments for matching or exceeding the desired prespecified inequality from Step B above.

E. If sufficiently unequal distribution of As and Bs, proceed to step 2; if not, go back to Step C above (iterate).

**Step 2: Generate random permuted blocks for subsequent participants**

A. Select block sizes for the permuted blocks. Longer block sizes, such as ten to 20, are more unpredictable than shorter block sizes, such as two to four. Longer block sizes should be preferred, unless an investigator needs approximate balance in a small trial or a small stratum of a trial. For example, an investigator might select block sizes of eight, ten, 12, and 14 as options.

B. Generate random permuted blocks, randomly varying the block size, as described in many texts.

C. Decide if an additional uneven block or simple randomisation block is to be interspersed in the trial. If not, complete the required sample size with random permuted blocks. Otherwise, identify a point at which to interject an uneven block or a simple randomised sequence.

D. If interjecting another uneven block by replacement randomisation, proceed back to step 1. If interjecting a simple random sequence, proceed to step 3.

**Step 3: Generate a simple random sequence for interjection after a set of permuted blocks**

A. Identify the size of this simple random sequence. The size can be odd or even and of any reasonable size, but usually in the range of five to 16. We suggest an odd number to ensure some imbalance.

B. Generate a simple random sequence of the chosen size as suggested earlier.

C. Proceed to step 2, B.
Panel 3: Example of mixed randomisation

The randomisation scheme required an overall sample size of 100, based on power calculations. The investigator decided on a first uneven block size of ten and prespecified an inequality of at least four participants between treatment A and treatment B in that first uneven block. The investigator then proceeded to use replacement randomisation by successively selecting a simple random sequence\(^3\) of ten until that process yielded a sequence of ten assignments with either treatment A or treatment B having at least four extra participants. That sequence was B, A, B, B, A, B, A, B; actually, three treatment As and seven treatment Bs.\(^2\) Then the investigator decided to randomly vary the permuted-block sizes between six, eight, ten, and 12, as described in many sources.\(^1\) That could simply be continued over the remainder of the study, but this investigator decided to interject a simple randomised sequence of five assignments after a whole permuted-block passed the 40th participant. The block sizes randomly selected were, in order, 12, eight, and ten. The simple randomised sequence beginning with the 41st participant was B, A, B, A, A. After that simple randomised sequence, the investigator again proceeded with random permuted blocks of six, eight, ten, or 12, with the first randomly selected block size of eight.

We depicted the allocation sequence and the total cumulative assignments by treatment for the first 53 assignments:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment number</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Cumulative</th>
<th>Assignment number</th>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Cumulative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>53</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>55</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>57</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assignment numbers, sequence assignments, and cumulative assignments for the mixed randomisation example, with the successive blocks of assignments alternately bolded.

After the first uneven block, investigators should proceed as in normal permuted-block randomisation (panels 2 and 3). We suggest that they randomly vary the block size and use as long a block size as practicable for greater unpredictability.\(^4\) For added unpredictability, investigators could also intersperse additional uneven blocks with replacement randomisation throughout the trial. For example, another uneven block could be interjected after a permuted-block surpasses the next 50 participants (using the whole block, which means that the next uneven block would likely begin beyond 50). Alternatively, for these interspersed blocks, investigators could just use simple randomisation. That would be slightly easier, likely provide additional unpredictability, and also provide a richer set of potential allocation sequences. Other potential options for these interspersed uneven blocks exist—eg, imbalanced permuted blocks—but they extend beyond the range of this essay.
For analysis, we suggest use of standard statistical analyses with readily available statistical software—ie, the simpler approach. Slightly greater credibility for hypothesis testing might be gained with design-based permutation tests, but we favour the estimates with confidence intervals that standard statistical analyses produce.18 We also agree with the acceptability of ignoring blocking in the analysis.19 This straightforward approach usually produces slightly conservative results in trials that use blocking, if a time trend on the outcome exists, but otherwise produces similar results to an analysis that incorporates blocking.21

Those issues, however, pale in comparison to the potential effects of selection bias that could arise in the absence of unpredictability. Once selection bias infiltrates a trial, it becomes imbedded and usually prevails undetected, except in limited situations where investigators might use an innovative detection approach.22 Moreover, empirical evidence points toward substantial selection biases.5,6,23 However, the discussions of standard statistical analyses versus permutation tests, or unblocked analyses versus blocked analyses from trials with permuted-block randomisation focus on seemingly smaller increments of p values or power. Irrespective of the analysis method chosen, the interpretation from a trial in many instances would be the same. More importantly, unlike selection bias, investigators have a straightforward remedy. If a journal editor or statistical reviewer insists on a different approach, investigators can usually retreat to a blocked analysis or a permutation test. In sum, investigators should use their energy to focus on prevention of biases in the design and implementation of their trial, with an unpredictable allocation sequence being an integral part of that effort.

**Full disclosure in the protocol?**

Provision of explicit details of the randomisation scheme in the protocol might facilitate deciphering of the allocation sequence, thus undermining the process. We recommend that researchers not fully describe their generation scheme in their research protocol and investigators manual. They would have to describe any stratification plans, but those implementing the trial should be kept ignorant of the full details of the method to generate the allocation sequence.

Some funding authorities require more documentation to ensure that researchers know proper randomisation methods. Appropriate rationale and references might suffice. If the funding agency requires more specifics, a researcher should provide a separate generation of the methods. Appropriate rationale and references might suffice. If the funding agency requires more specifics, a researcher should provide a separate generation of the methods.

**Conclusion**

Investigators underuse simple randomisation and overuse fixed-blocked randomisation. They do so because they inadequately appreciate the importance of unpredictability and overvalue equal treatment group sizes. Simple randomisation is totally unpredictable, implements easily, and enables use of standard statistical analysis software. For non-double-blinded trials larger than 200 participants, investigators should use it more and tolerate, if not celebrate, the disparity in group sizes. Such unpredictability reflects the essence of randomness.

For non-double-blinded randomised controlled trials smaller than about 200 participants overall or within any principal stratum or subgroup, the urn design enhances unpredictability compared with blocking. Our mixed randomisation method, however, attains unpredictability within the context of the currently understood simple and permutated-block randomisation methods. We urge researchers to use our method, at least in non-double-blinded trials.

Why add complexity to implementation of trials? The answer resides in the overriding importance of protecting the integrity of randomisation. Proper randomisation minimizes bias, more than any other methodological aspect of a trial: "When the randomization leaks, the trial's guarantee of lack of bias runs down the drain."24 Those involved in trials go to great pains to decipher randomisation schemes.5,6,23 Accordingly, researchers who design trials must take equally great pains to thwart those efforts.
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